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New Electronic System
To Aid Sight-Impaired
Mark Ballance
An electronic guidance system
designed to help blind students get
around on campus is being installed
at the University of New Mexico.
Wolfgang Preiser, a School of
Architecture
and
Planning
professor, said the system uses a
low-power AM radio transmitter
connected to a wire placed underneath carpeting or tiles in
buildings or underground outdoors.
A cane with a radio receiver built
into it would be used to follow the
wire. The receiver is in the tip of the
cane, and when it is within a few
feet of the wire it emits a low
humming sound.
Preiser said a blind person, by
following the wire, could get
around with much less chance of
getting lost or disoriented.
He said, .. Within a month we
will have permanent wiring'' on the
second floor of the Student Union
Building.
The SUB was chosen as the first
installation site because new car•
peting is being laid there and the
wire can be put under it with a
minimum of problems.

Modern Optics, said the beacons,
like the wire, would transmit a lowpower AM signal and could be
received only within several feet of
the transmitter. The tactile map
would be used to identify the object
or location the beacon is signaling
from.
"What you want in a sign is an
ignorable sign," said Small, "so
you only turn on the receivers when
you want to know where you are."
Small said the New Mexico
School for the Visually Handicapped at Alamogordo has been
helping with the project. Students
from the school have helped in
testing various receivers, for
example.
Small said that at first he thought
they could use pocket receivers
instead of the canes, and so could
not be identified as blind. One of
the blind instructors at the school
liked this idea, said Small, because
he is afraid muggers will be more
likely to attack him if they know he
is blind.
Most of the students like having
the cane,. however, because they use
it to help tell where they are going
and to find objects in their way.

The most important thing to
Preiser said he hop~s new
buildings on campus will have the many blind people, Small said, is
wire built in from the beginning. knowing where they are going and
The
Student Services Building, to what is ahead of them. This is
Flflsh blecktop Is 18/d Mond8y on LNd nNr the Intersection of Glt8rd. The. strHt will be repeved
be
begun
this year, will be the first another reason the tactile map is so
from H•rverd to W•shlnllfon In ebout th,.. deys, seld the fof8men of the job.
'
to have the wire installed from the . important Using the map, they can
find out what is ahead of them.
start.
Small said that because parts for
Other features of the guidance
system will be a new generation the wire transmitter and receiver are
tactile map and electronic beacons, so readily available and cheap they
''can probably wire the whole
Preiser said.
campus for a couple thousand
College of Education Dean
An eight-month, $150,000 system," he said, "and we wanted
He said the maps iiare highly dollars," and run it cheaply as well,
technical services agreement has to work with an America university David Darling said the agreement is schematic - the basic principle is because the transmitter runs on
been signed by the University .of to help us conduct the training and an historic one for UNM because it simplicity/' and will give the route very low power.
New Mexico College of Education retaining of educational personnel. gives another element to the the wire follows and the locations
Nigerian
government University's
and the Nigerian National The
international
in- of such things as offices, water
Another advantage to the wire is
Teachers' Institute to develop established NTI in 1978 to raise volv.ement.
that it is unobtrusive. "Sighted
fountains and rest rooms.
''Acting as NTI's U.S. agent also
training programs for its personnel. teacher skills. 1 think it is the only
people won't even know it's
The maps will not be exact around,'' he said.
non-university affiliated teacher gives UNM, through contacts with
Hafiz Wali, institute director, training institute in the world. We other universities and with technical blueprints of a building, he said,
signed the agreement March 18 with are very happy to work with UNM schools and business concerns, because in the past such maps have
Small said, "It's nice to remove a
UNM Vice President for Business in attempting to achieve our considerable national and in- been found to be too confusing.
handicap from people, to help them
and Finance John Perovich. It calls goats.••
Associate professor James Small, get around better. It really is worth
ternational visibility/' Darling
for UNM to be the institute agent in
who
is with the Institute for the effort.''
said.
Wali visited UNM in 1978 on the
the U.S., arranging for the training
of 11 institute staff at various sites advice of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and
in the U.s., including UNM.
Cultural Organization because of
Dr. Roderic Wagoner, associate the extensive technical assistance
dean of the College of 'Education work which UNM's Latin
while educauon, matn anu stausucs response to the book's evaluation.
and coordinator of the agreement, American Programs in Education Laura Tolley
are
advised against.
said the National Teachers' had conducted throughout Latin
Editor of the book; Edward B.
UNM
President William E.
A
laid-back
lifestyle,
cultural
Institute is attempting to upgrade America.
Fiske,
said that he and his staff
"Bud"
Davis
said
the
two
stars
for
diversity and Southwestern natural
the skills of unqualified primary
interviewed
college students.. highbeauty are considered the academics reflect UNM's low entry
teachers in Nigeria. Wagoner and
Wagoner, who had been in University of New Mexico's biggest standards. He added that UNM school guidance counselors and
two other UNM education charge of in-service education for
college . admissions officials to
professors conducted a three•week the western regional education lures, according to a new college would not be serving the state of identify questions that students
New Mexico if UNM left out SO
workshop for writers of learning ministry in . Nigeria from 1966 to guide.
percent cf the population because really base their decisions on when
materials in February.
The guide, The New York Times of low test scores. Exit levels, not picking a college.
1968, met Wali during that visit and
Selective Guide to College$, on a
"As NTl's sole U.S. age~Jt, UNM later went to Nigeria as a staff five-star system, gave UNM two entry levels are what count, he said.
development
consultant
for
the
will provide consultants to the
11
Fiske and his staff then compiled
Academic quality .is certainly
institute. He subsequently coot• stars for academics, three 'for social
institute, enroil NTI officers in
questionnaires
thatwere distributed
here,"
Davis
said.
nit
doesn't
life
and
three
Jar
quality
oflife.
graduate degree programs and dinated the • current UNM-NTI
surprise me that people in New to administrators and students of
agreement.
organite ~pecial short courses and
UNM was one of more than 250 York don't know the really gteat each school. The office of institutional research or its equivalent
workshops for NTI personnel,"
"As NTi movers into regular colleges surveyed in the book. The things going on at UNM."
was asked to distribute the
Wagoner said·
operation of the distance learning book contains a short profile of
Davis
said
overall
excellence
questionnaires
to a cross section of
Wati said the Nigerian gover• and examination functions, it is each school covering academics,
students.
·
improves
each
year
at
UNM,
and
nmellt bas taken over the primary likely to begin working with the student body, housing, food, social
it
takes
five
to
six
years
for
that
responsibility for the nation's country's teacher training colleges life and extracurricular activities, in
people to recognize improvements
education system. Prior to 1972 and to engage in in-service addition to the rating system.
The editors have received some
in
an institution.
most schools were privately run and education activities that ate not
complaints about the book. In a
therefore no national minimum strictly concerned with . meeting
UNM's scholastic: climate is
Western schools tend to upgrade recent interview, Fiske responded,
standards were required for ~edential requiremtmtS;" Wagoner termed "so relaxed that .some the lives
all people, not just the "the very fact a school is in the
teachers.
said. "Thus, . it appears that NTI mistake it for dead,u by the book. socioeconomic elite, Davis said.
book means we consider it a
''Our system is changing . to will be a major force in Nigerian Anthropology, engineering, and the
Davis said he is planning to write superior institution that is the .right
reflect the American education education."
arts are considered st~ong points, a letter to the New York Times irt placefor some stu~ents.H ..

Teaching Program Hosts Nigerians

UNM Termed

'Relaxed~

or

in Rating

I
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of white little flakes. Looking out
my windc .; n.:>w, and it's really a
beauty!"
Forty-one minutes into the flight,
Columbia soaml into the circular
orbit 150 miles up where the
astronauts will spend an extremely
busy week "wringing out" the
spacecraft and its components
before a scheduled landing next
Monday on a strip of New Mexico
desert.
At an hour and 41 minutes, the
astronauts sent down their first
television pictures, showing the

Next Ttme, Ask For
An Authentic Gennan Beer:

inside of Columbia's payload baY,
but reported they would be unable
to show the opening of the payload
bay doors.
This operation, carried out a
short time later while the crew was
out of contact with the ground, is
crucial not only to carrying out the
scientific assignments but to radiate
heat out the ship and keep it
comfortable.
In addition to the exhaustive
scientific and technological experiments - called "pathfinder"
for helping set a course for the
future - the pilots will alternately
cook various parts of their craft in
the sun and freeze them in the shade
for long periods to determine if that
poses any problem.
And they will fully test the 50foot cargo arm that holds the key to

l

the shuttle's ability to drop off and fall into the Atlantic 170 miles off
Daywna Beach, Fla., where
pick up satellites while in orbit.
Right away in the flight, ground recovery ships were poised to pick
control started receiving its first Jive them up for refurbishment and
feed of science data from the reuse.
Columbia - measurements of how
Then the disposable !54-foot
much "pollution" the ship leaves in external fuel tank was jettisoned
its wake.
into the Indian Ocean.
The astronauts had a few anxious
minutes early in the flight when one
Stowed on the lower level of the
of Columbia's three hydraulic crew cabin are moths, honeybees
system power units started acting and houseflies whose flight
up, but mission control told them behavior in weightlessness - 11nd
to just shut it off.
possible mating - will be observed
Controllers in Houston, who and filmed by the astronauts.
took over direction of the flight six
Also in that area is a "space
seconds after launch, said they did
not believe the problem posed any garden" consisting of seeds and
seedlings that will be studied on the
threat to the mission.
En route .to its initial, lopsided Columbia's return to det.ermine
orbit, the Columbia's burned out how zero gravity affected their
solid rockets were kicked loose to growth.

Warsteiner
The Premium German Beer Since 1753.
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Sunday night.
The council was virtually certain
to endorse it and send it on to the
UA W's OM Council for a vote in
Chicago Thursday.
If the UA W's OM Council
approves the pact it would be voted
on by the 490,000 current and laidoff OM hourly workers. The union
set a tentative ratification deadline
of April10.
"We are elated," said Andrew
Kocerka, president of UA W Local
1045 at OM's Fisher Body plant
that had been slated for closing in
Euclid, Ohio. "! feel happy not
only for the workers but also for

Historian David McCullough,
author of Path Between the Seas
and a new biography of Theodore
Roosevelt, will be on the University
of New Mexico campus this week
for a series of public lectures and
forums.
McCullough will discuss his
personal experiences in Central
America along with Mari-Luci
Jaramillo,
former
U.S.
Ambassador to Honduras, today at
2 p.m. in the Kiva Lecture Hall.
''This discussion will focus on
personal reminiscences, not global
views on politics and policy in
Central America," said UNM
history Professor Michael Conniff,
McCullough's campus host. "Dr.
Jaramillo will speak from her
viewpoint as a former ambassador
and McCullough will speak as a
witness to the signing of the
Panama Canal treaty,''
Wednesday, McCullough will
lecture on "Great Engineering
Feats in History" at 4 p.m. in room
21 8 of the Mechanical Engineering
Building.
The talk will focus on the
building of the Brooklyn Bridge,
renewal work after the Johnstown,
Pa., flood and construction of the
Panama Canal. The lecture is
designed mainly for engineers but

the community, which had been
faced with a great loss in its tax
support."
But there were rumblings of
rank-and-file discontent at OM's
massive Lordstown, Ohio, plant.
"What 1'm hearing is that they
just don't like it,'' said Bob
Guthridge, recording secretary for
Local 1112.
The proposed contract calls for a
2 112-month wage freeze and a
nine-month deferral of cost-ofliving allowance payments to be
made up at a later date.

Thursday,
March25
•

'tS

Semester At Sea Day
atUNM
Exciting information on how you can gain a full semester credit, while you sail around the world.
Look for the Semester at Sea booth in the Student Union 10am-3pm, and come to a free movie in the
International Center, 2808 Las Lomas NE at 7pm. All Thursday, March 25th.

Marcos, .less than four miles south
of San Salvador, police said.
A spokesman for the Bus Owners
Association said the buses were
demolished, prompting owners to
pull other vehicles from service
connecting eastern and southern
San Salvador to the downtown
area.
Officials at the capital's main bus
terminal said service to cities in the
east was suspended Monday by
owners fearing guerrillas will burn
their vehicles.
Guerrillas have blown up or
burned 250 buses this year and
vowed to bring all pUblic transportation to a halt to prevent
voting in constituent assembly
election.
The offensive that began Sunday
against guerrilla strongpoints in
Chalatenango province near the
Honduran border ended Monday
after rebels apparently fled the
government attack, military sources
said.
The army deployed its 2000 men
in a two-pronged pincer movement
to try and trap a major guerrilla
camp in Las Hueltas, just north of
the
provincial
capital
of
Chalatenango.
The army used 105mm artillery,
mortar, fixed-wing aircraft and
helicopters to shell and bomb the
positions around tile towns of Las
Vueltas, Arcatao and Las Flores,
about 40 miles northeast of San
Salvador.
The Popular Liberation Forces,
however, followed their usual
practice of Withdrawing in the face
of superillr army forces, area
commanders said. In the past, they
have reinfi!trated after government
troops withdraw. There were no
reports of any casualties.
There were 17 political killings
reported Monday, including the
local chief of the paramilitary civil
guardsmen, his wife and six
children in a village near San
Miguel, 83 miles east of the capital.
Alongside their bodies, assassins
left a crude hand-painted sign
saying, "We have to finish oFf the
patrols in this village.''

In these. times of high interest
rates and inflation of almost all
costs, there is welcome news for
those contemplating buying a
home.
According to the art director of
Adobe Today magazine, people can
build an.adobe home for $10,000 or
less.

director for Adobe Today.
Adobe Today is a monthly
publication printed in Albuquerque
that covers current trends in adobe
construction and related topics.
Last year Adobe Today
published plans for the construction of a home with a living
area, kitchen, bath and bedroom
which are available for $48. The
structure can be 60 to 90 percent
solar heated.
"The basic ide!! is to present
P.eople with plans for an affordable, basic adobe home that
they and friends can build over a
relatively short period of time, then
expand on later as time and money

permits," Tibbets said.
Tibbets emphasized the fact his
estimated costs are bound to go up
and costs are l<;ept down by people
supplying their own labor,
"I don't recommend people
trying to do it by themselves. That
can be unsafe and over a period of
time it can become frustrating,"
Tibbets said.
Tibbets said he sees a trend
emerging where individuals and
families are increasingly turning to
doing things themselves as high
interest rates and costs of materials
and labor continues to soar.
"The jobs that contractors used
to get are being taken over by
average people like you and I who
have decided to do it themselves,"
Tibbets said. "The middle-of-theroad contractors are adapting
quickly to provide services for
owners/builders, or to enter into
deals that will allow them to build
the house "shell" with the client
doing everything from brick floors
the public is welcome.
Thursday., he will discuss to painting to cabinets and more."
Predicats, a market ·research
''History as Literature" with
western writer Stan Steiner of Santa firm, projects a 200-ptrcent rise in
Fe from 3:30 to 5 p.~. in room 147 spending by do·it-yourselfers by
of Woodward Hall. New Mexico 1990 to $48 billion per year. The
Historical Review Editor Richard figure includes auto as well as home
Etulian will moderate the do-it-yourselfing.
Tibb~ts has also established the
discussion.
Solaradobe School
''McCullough writes non-fiction Southwest
based on · historical events and which start.ed as a result of reader
personalitites and Steiner writes demand for direct instruction for
novels based on historical fact," owner-builders and contractors
Conniff said. "They will each make who wanted to famibarize them15-min\lte presentations and then selves with current' southwestern
respond to questions for the adobe construction techniques and
related solar applications.
audience."
The school offers three- and sixMcCullough's four books have
received wide critical acclaim. The day sessions which range in cost
Johnstown Hood deals With from $160 to $250.
Classes in adobe construction,
renewal efforts after the disaster;
The Great Bridge recounts the plumbing, passive solar heating and
building of the Brooklyn Bridge; cooling, electical wiring systems in
Path Between the Seas is an award- adobe and plans consultation are
winning history of the Panama offered.
Information on the schools is
Canal and M(JTnings on Horseback
deals with Roosevelt as a young available from Adobe Today, P .0.
man.
Conniff said McCullough's visit
is co-sponsored by the Latin
American Institute, the graduate
school, the College of Engineering
and the Humanities and Social
Sciences
Visiting Lecturers
Committee.

Historian To Give Lecture
Concerning Central America

Leftists Ravage El Salvador
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
- Leftist rebels blew up 18 buses
Monday in San Salvador in an
attempt to disrupt Sunday's
elections and a 200Q.man army
sweep forced rebels to flee entrenched positions near the
Honduran border, officials said.
Guerrillas used dynamite charges
to blow up buses in seven or eight
points in and a.round the capital,
including five in the suburb of San

Carlos Morales

"The cost of the home we have
drawn plans for does not include
the cost of the land to build it on,
but $10,000 is less than what is
required for down payments on
most homes today," said Joe
Tibbets, art director and graphics

GM Contract Concessions Debated
DETROIT
Rank-and-file
General Motors Corp. workers
Monday both praised and d11mned
the as-yet unratified concessionary
contract approved during the
weekend by United Auto Workers
and company bargainers.
Industry observers said the
contract would save nearly 1.1,000
jobs and possibly lower car prices in
return for ;~s much as $3 billion in
union concessions.
UA W President Douglas Fraser,
on his way into a meeting with 26
region<~! directors, said he thought
OM should cut car prices but he
was uncertain if the company
would do so.
"I don't price their cars,'' he
said. "They should, though."
Fraser said job security, finding a
way to stem the "hemorrhaging of
jobs, the numerous plant closings,"
was what brought the UAW back to
the barg<~ining table and the key to
the agreement.
"Job security really was the top
priority,' and we achieved it,"
Fraser said.
The union's International
Executive Council met to review the
30-month
pact
that
was
unanimously approved by the
UAW's bargaining committee

$10,000. or Less Can Build Fuel-Efficient Adobe Home

.;1

Space Shuttle Columbia Launches for 'Pathfinder' Mission
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. Astronauts Jack Lousma and
Gordon Fullerton thundered into
space Monday on the shuttle
Columbia's "pathfinder" third
flight - a busy wecklong, 3.4
million-mile test mission.
The 2239-ton launch vehicle
Ufted majestically off launch pad
39-A at 11 p.m. EST - one hour
behind schedule but flying on its
target date for the very first time.
"The first part of this ride is a
real barn-burner,'' Lousma radioed
during the liftoff. "There are a lot
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Creative Works To Be Read
The third reading in the
Department of English's NooJt
Reading Series, featuring creative
writing faculty and grad11ate
students, will be Wednesd<~Y at
noon in Humanities 108.
Readers Will be Robin Tawney
and Mike Shearer.
Tawney has a master's degree in
creative writing from .Kansas
University and lectures in the
English department. He was_ co-

editor of the Cottonwood Review
for two years, chairperson for the
Poets and Writers Series Connittee
at Kansas, and winner of the I 980
Carruth Poetry Contest.
Shearer is a gtaduate.smdent. He
has a bachelor's degree in journalism and has worked as a
journalist, editor and columnist.
He writes fiction, will have a poem
In Christopher Street and is
working on a novel,

Box 7460, Albuquerque, 87194,
"As a result of the .schools and
low-cost plans developed by Adobe
Today, a large group of graduates
have successfully completed adobe
home projects over the last few
years at considerable cost savings,"
Tibbets said.
I van Ortiz, director of the
Ho\lsing Assistance Council,
disagrees with Tibbets, saying
adobe construction has become
more associated with the rich rather
than lower-income people,
".It used to be that adobe construction was a tradition passed
down from
generation to
generation by people here in the
Southwest, but with costs rising for
materials and land people can no
longer afford to do it themselves,"
Ortiz said.
The HAC is part of the federal
office of Housing and Urban
Development.
The HAC helps people find their
way through federal rules and
regulations to receive federal
housing aid funds. It also helps
minority contractors get federal
loans at reduced interest rates.
Ortiz said the HAC cannot help
individuals get federal funds for
housing but if self-help groups are
fprmed, he c.11n aid them in getting
federal funds for housing projects.
"We have assisted self-help
groups in Portales and Loving in
getting federal funds for adobe
home projects that are now
completed in those areas," Ortiz
said.
Ortiz said that in the past the
federal government would not
approve funds for adobe housing
projects because HUD had not
certified adobe as 11 building
material.
"The problem is that not many
individuals or contractors are
familiar with adobe construction
and the ones that are charge
outrageous prices for the work,"

Ortiz said.
Ed Norris, of the University of
New Mexico School of Architecture
and Planning, is currently designing
an adobe housing community .in
San Antonio, New Mexico. He said
he sees adobe as the future building
material of the poor.
"If people get together and make
the adobe blocks themselves, the
cost of building a home can be kept
down," Norris said.
"The ide!! is to get as many
people together as possible to
help," Norris said. "And having an
electrician or plumber 11mong them .
can only help the project."
Norris advocates the use of
passive solar heat to keep fuel costs
down. He said adobe is an ideal
building material as it retains heat
well and stays cool in the summer.
Passive solar heat involves the
sun's rays directly heating a
receptacle containing water which is
then stored without the use of
mechanical devices.
"You can build an adobe home
for around $10,000, but for some
people that still is a large sum of
money," Norris said. "Still, Taising
$10,000 for a home that is yours
without payments over 30 to 40
years sounds a lot better than
paying $50,000 to $70,000 for a
home at 17 percent interest.''

SMALL
ads
are
seen

call277-5656
and find out about
being seen in the
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CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
THE ASSOCIATED STUOENTS UNM

POJI8joy Ball
PRESENT

You haven't really lived until
you've seen it livel

Lecture on Early .Man Set
•

University of New Mexico an·
thropology Professor Lewis
Binford will be the first speaker in
the annual spring lecture series
sponsored by the Maxwell Museum
Association .
Dr. Binford, a major figure in
the development of modern archaeology theory and method, will
discuss "Early Man, Hyenas,
Leopards and the African
Heritage" Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
the
Maxwell
Museum
of
Anthropology at UNM. Admission
to the lecture and the rest of the
series is free to current association
members and S2 for non-members.
Binford is the author of
numerous books and articles. His
most recent book is Bones: Ancient
Myths and Modern Myths.
Other speakers in the series will
be:
.
~April 14, Dr. Andrew H.
Whiteford, director emeritus of the
Logan Museum of Anthropology in
Beloit, Wis.; will speak on "P.utting
Anything Together: Apacik and
Navajo Baskets." Whiteford is

currently associated with the School
of American Research in Santa Fe,
-April 28, Dr. T. Patdck
Culbert, a professor of an·
thropology at the University of
Arizona, will discuss "The Classic
Milya Collapse.'' Culbert Is a
Weatherhead Scholar at the School
of American Research while on
sabbatical from Arizona. He has
completed 10 seasons ·of field
research in . Guatemala and is the
author ot two books about the
Mayan civilization.
-May S, Kate Peck Kent, an
associate professor of anthropology
at the University of Denver, will
speak on "Origins of Southwestern
Weaving." Kent is also associated
with the School for American
Research. She has written
numerous books and articles on
Southwestern lndian textiles and
West African weaving, Her latest
book, Textiles of th(! Prehistoric
Southwest, will be released by the
University of New Mexico Press in
'
July.
All lectures in the series will begin
at 8 p.m. in the MaxweU Museum.

Broadwap Maalc:al

Special To UNM Students
·Tuesday, Apri120- 8:15PM· Yz Price· $10, $9, $7
Wednesday, April 21- 3:00PM· Balcony Only· $7, $5.50
LIMIT 2 PER 1.0.
Hurry! Offer Expires March 27- Hurry!
Telephone 277-3121

.,

,.
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Editqrial

by Garry Trudeau

Davis Departure Ends UNM Era
A lot can be said about President William E. "Bud"
Davis - both good and bad. But one aspect of his
administration that must be considered when
evaluating his performance is the environment within
which he worked.
· Davis has been accused by his detractors of
creating a degree factory that Ignores its responsibilities to academic goals. But Davis is very much
aware that funding for UNM is, unfortunately, based
on full time equivalents (warm bodies} and that it is the

state's responsibility to educate its citizenry. Yes,
UNM has grown since Davis too.k over the reins but it
is a matter of opinion whether it has benefitted or
damaged the University.
One thing can be said for sure; Davis' departure
represents the end of an era for the university - an
era of growth, certainly, but also an era of upheaval
and turmoil. The university probably hit a low point
under Davis but it is possible he has created a catalyst
for UNM to expand to its potential.

Check Us Outl
Where In Town Can You Get This Much
Variety Under One Roof?

Letters

Mail Brings Financial Aid Woes
Editor;
This morning's mail contained an announcement
from the Women's Center, a reminder to me to
transfer out of University College, and a fat package
from Financial Aid.
This certain package contained a list of things I
must xerox and forms I must fill out if UNM is to award
me aid. next year. This Is. due to the fact that my birthday, on Jan, 25, falls after 1/1/59 and so UNM .is
not sure whether I am a self-supporting student, I
must obtain a copy of both of my parent's '81 tax
forms, staple it to a copy of MY '81 tax form, and send
it in pronto, along with a nosy information sheet that
wants to know, among other things, how much I
spend on 'entertainment' per .month and requires
xeroxed copies of my rent receipts. (Who ever keeps
ALL of their rent receipts?}
1 have been an independent student for three years,
and married for one. Yet UNM suddenly thinks that
my parents could, or would, contribute to the cost of
my education. My mother Is neithor willing nor able,
having just assumed a huge mortgage on top of owing
money to here, there and everywhere. My father
(divorced from my mother), as the recipient of a hefty
salary and owner of a tidy sum in the bank, may be
viewed by U NM as able, but is certainly not willing to

dig into what he sees as a retirement .safety cushion.
My mother sends me a 'care' package every few
months. Does this count as 'support'? What if my
father were to give me a jalopy worth 601,09, which
immediately broke down and required $879 worth of
attention? Wou.ld I be ineligible for aid? I know full well ,
that there are some students who receive monies
while having the rent paid by Mommy, but I. know
many more students who simply wouldn't be able to
make it on the small grants grudgingly given them
without secret supplements from a not-so-rich parent.
The requirement that I have the forms in before I
register this spring, and thus must bother my hardworking parents to take time out to xerox things, is
insanity bordering on cruelity, Why wasn't this sent to
me a month ago? The fact that I am partially financed
through a government jobs program, which makes the
Dept. of Labor my legal guardian, makes this paper
shuffle sven more ridiculous.
The topping note to this whole scene is that, two
weeks ago, I received a preliminary evalutatlon from
the grant people saying that I am eligible for a Pell
Grant In '82-83. But apparently, the federal govern·
ment'ssay-so is not good enough forUNM.
Judith Agnew Pecorella

Reader Wants Record Straight
know ourselves when he suggests that we would even
WANT to apply to the Music Department, when, in
fact, neither of us has ever made any formal application to said Department. No sour grapes, Mr.
McDonald, just rotten eggs- on yourface.
This particular point of contention has already been
blown out of proportion. We feel that it is entirely
unnecesary for this debate to continue when so many
other mor.e Important issues should be filling this
editorial page.
Teresa Harper-Rodriguez
Elizabeth Fucella

Editor:
All right. We know that spring break has passed
since you heard the last of the big debates, but we feel
we need to set the record straight, in regard to Jeffrey
D. McDonald's letter to the editor of Mareh 11, 1982.
Mr. McDonald is presumptuous in thinking that we
would fork out twenty-five of our hard earned dollars
to "be lied to" by President Reagan. The fact .is that
we were given ten FREE tickets and had a very difficult
time getting rid of them.
Actually, who is the 'one who is lying? Mr.
McDonald pretends to know more about us than we
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Nobody Offers Better quality At A Better Price
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HlllllbuiJer ..•.•.. , $1.18
Clleeubu1Jer , . , •• , , 1..29
(~·lb. patty, mustard,
pickle, lettuce, tomatp,
Pnion, on a sesame bun)
O.eese bu'l!er basket
wltb fries • , • .. . .. .. 1.59

---....__

(toov,

Hamburger Specials
beef, !4 lb. pattys)
Monday-Swiss Cbeeseburaer wllb bao:on . , , . , .• , , •. 51.79
Tuesday-Green CbDI Cheese burger ...• , , , , , •.. , ..•• 1. 79
WednHday-Monlerey jao:k wltb sauteed onions ....... 1.79
,!!lur"!I~J:-:-Cb~seburger wltb cbUlcon came , ... , . , •. 1. 79
Friday-Pizza burger ........ , ........... , ......... 1,79
(served with fries, potato skins, garn~h on French Hard Roll)

Club Sandwich .............. 1.59
aub Sandwich w/frles ....... 1.89
Chi<ken bosket .............. 1.89
Fish boskel ... ,. , ........... 1.89
(B~/<et lncludesfries)

Fries •. : .. , , .• , ... , . . •

Breakfast

WARSAW - The ease with which ruling generals imposed
martial law on Poland's university campuses last December may
have been the simplest part of the well-orchestrated national crackdown. But the government measures have only temporarily
lengthened the fuse leading to one of this country's most explosive
powderkegs.
At the moment, Polish campuses don't resemble the hotbeds of
activism that existed last year. Under eight pages of regulations
imposed Jan. 8, students have been required to attend all classe~,
remain off campus after hours, and resume mandatory courses tn
Russian and Marxist-Leninist theory. All extra-curricular activities,
save those of the pro-government student organization, have been
suspended. From what we could see, campuses become virtual
ghost towns after dusk.
Though it once boasted 11 memberwhlp of 110,000, the Independent
Union of Polish Studenta lull but deed today. Half of lt83G·member
leadership still languishes In government Internment campi, along
with perhaps 200 other student actlvlst1, according to one
spokesman who met with us privately in 11 smell car on a d11111rted
Warsaw street.
.
"Though the associat.ion posed no real threat to the government,
it was the only part of the social reform movement that oould be
snuffed out completely," he said.
Underground newsletters are still published, but communications
are limited to clandestine contacts between campuses. Under the
threat of talking openly. !We were met by one student end led by a
series of six others from location to location before making contact
with student leaders. Most demonstrated their anti-government
feeling by wearing tiny electronic resistors on their lapels, where
Solidarity buttons, now banned, once hung freely.)
Aside from public warnings of possible arrest and expulsion for
violating martial law, the government has clearly avoided stricter
measures. Most liberally-oriented classes are continuing unfettered
by on-campus government monitors. Moreover, the new minister of
science, higher education and technology, Be non Miskiewicz, has
told university chiefs that the higher education reform bill, which
was sought by students and faculties last year and promised more
university autonomy, will be in place next semester. If the authorities
crack down on what's left of the liberal reforms, they'll probably
have to choose between the embarrassment of closing down the
universities altogether or the horror of firing on students.
Quite simply, Polish students have nothing left to lose. Young
Poles face far bleaker prospects after college than most young
Americans c:an appreciate. They know that their country is bankrupt
and that the socialist promise of a job for everyone falls flat when so
many are already on the dole. They also know that emigration,
despite this week's initiation of a relaxed exit visa policy for dissident
elements, will be virtually impossible.
Due to delays in academic schedules, Which resumed Feb. 8 after
two months of internal turmoil, most students won't finish exams
until July, Unfortunately, proposals for a general military training
program, designed to keep potentially unruly young intellectuals off
the streets, may then go into effect for the duration of the summer.
It doesn't give students much to look forWard to in the short term.
"Right now, it's a wait~and-see period," said the independent
union spokesman. "Over the next several months, students will be
forced, like their counterparts in the workers' ranks, to decide
whether the economic crisis of their country allows for continued
acquiescence to the authoriities. ''
Ironically, the Polish government may be tying It~ own noose with
its requirement to return to the study of Karl Marx. It shouldn'ttake
long for Polish students to see that they "have nothing to lose but
their chains/'

.99

Would You Like To Get What You Paid For? Here It lsi
~
E~~thDoz.
Cake donut , , . , •. , , , ..• , , • S .20 $2.00
Raised donut ... , .•..... , • , ..25 2.25
Bear aaw .... , ••• , , •.......•35 3.25
JeUy·fllled donuts , , , ......... 35 3.25
Donut holes .................OS
,SO

Omelette; 3 "~~~• cbak:e of bubbrowns or lout .....•. , S .95
Breokfast sudwk:h·muffln wltb hom ond cheese .....••• ,95
CASA DEL SOL
Eg burrito wltb beans .. · · ........ · · • .. • ...... • .. • $1,50
Papltas'!¥llb Eggs ..... · .. · ........................ J.75
Huevos Rucberos wltlo beano ...................... ·1,75

by ffirutwell Glen o.nd Cody Shearer

.4S

Pastries

You Can Spend More Elsewhere,
· ButYou·wnrProbaoly Get Less,

Hereond Now

Patty Melt, !4 lb. patty • , , , .. $1,49
Grilled Cheese , ... , ... , ........75
GriUed Ham & Cheese . , . , , , •• 1.25
Fish Sandwich , .......... , .. 1.29
GliDed chUe & cheese.,. , , , .. , , , .89

~

~

E~~tb Doz.
~
Mople bors , .. , , , , , , , • , •• , • , , .35 3.25
Brownies . , .•. , •. , , • , .• , , • , , , .25 2.25
~,..
Cookies, large ..• 1 each .22, & 2 eoch . 4 4 .•
Bagels, large , ...... , , ........ , ..... 49

~~-----(-l-nc-1-ud_~__c_h_a,_·~_a_if_c_h_i!--~plu_s_g_o_rn_~_h_>_____________________________________A_I-Ip_~_t_r_i~--ba_k_e_d_fr_~_h_d_a_U_y_by--ou_r_a_w_n_b_a_k_er------------------- ~
~.
·

New Mexico Food (Casa del Sol)

~

A Ia Carte

~
~
~
(01~

~
~·

.••...•.•••••..•.....•••• 79
(served with choice ofchile plus garn~h)

PLUS: Salsa& Chips .... 5.75, lg. $1.25

~.

~

~
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How Do We Make A Better Dell Sandwich Than
Anyone Else? We Make It Your • Way•
Choice of II cheeses
Amerlcu
Jalapeno
Swl,.
mozzarella
cheddar
eream
provllone
monterey Jack

Choke of 9 meats
turkey
ltam
salami
roall beef
polish sausage
p ...raml
euadlaa bao:on
enmed beef
braunsehwelger

Beverases
Can You Say No To These Prices?
Coffeelreeor ••••••••• ~· ••••••••••••.••••••••••..••••OS .2S .40
Soft drinks •••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••• -• ••••••• D 49 .59
luke .•••••••••..•••••••••••••••••.•••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • 30 45 .60

(tomato, orange, cranberry, grape, opple)
• Free coffee before 11:00 a.m. and after 4:00p.m. wltb purcbueoUood, or
S.OS wHitoat a pu,.b-.

Soup

•

• • .".
·~co
., .:

0

0 0

•

0

I 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 .. 0 0

'!IDUPS DAILY choice of 3 •• , , , • , , • , ,15

c.., eo. Cli'H •••••••.••••.•••••••,s

"r

0

Nachos .... Si.OO, lg. $1.50

Ice Cream &. Yogurt
Who Can Say !'Jo?
ICE CREAM
single .............. S .35
double , ............. 60
triple ............... •1S
shake ................ 85

YOGURT

cone •••.••••••. :i .45.
disb ••• -· • ' • • • • • . .65
shake ............90

.

Pita

SUNDAES , , ...... $ .85
chocolate
eberry
butterscotch
strawberry
pineapple

1 SandMth ••••• , ............................. , ••••••••• -• ••••.• $.99
turkey
avacado
alfilfa sprouts
green dtUI •
h11111
tomatoes
cucumbers
bell peppers
rout beef
bean sprouts
chees•
mushrooms
(Choice of whole wheat or reg. pita bread)

Salad Bar
Create An Orl_glnal
What's your r..orlte? we offer 22 to 34 dlfferenllopplngsl

·~

~
(OJ~

$.15per0z.

Includes choke or:
lea.of3entrees
2 ea. of 3 Ve&etables
with roll & butter ••. , , from 2.50 to 2.95

Homemade with fresh inaredients daily l

.

0 0 0

Hot Entrees

Nobody Does It Better

.

Bowls

Posole
1 zs
o
Chile •- b an
"' e • .. .... " • " .. .. 1•....
Beans •• , , • , . , . , , ... , ._., , , , ••.65

Who Else Offers 12 Different Pita Fillings?

Meat,$1.119- or • Meal wllb Cheese, $2.19
(Served hot or cold)

CJ®V
•

liotSopaipiUas w/honey .... $,35

Del

·~·
.

EncbUada plate ................ , ............ , , , ......... , $2.35
Taro plate • , •..•..•.•.•••••••••••.•••.•.••••.•••.••••••.-•... 2.35
Bean Burrtlo plate .............................................. 1.90
Combination plate-ellcbllada, taco, tamale•• , •• , , • , . , • , ••. , • , , . , , 2.95
b
(a ave served with chile, beans, rice, gam~h. tortilla or sopaipi/la)

.T~o

'

Mexican chef's sllld , , • , .•.• $1.50
Guacomole Salad ...... ., ..... ,95

(Superlarge servings)

Beton burrito ................ 1.00
Beef burrito,, .......... , .... 1,119
Testlldo
•••••• , •••••••••••••••59
I

~

.

lunch

Enchilada ••.••.••.••••••••• s.89

·~
( J.!l,Li~ "'.

Salads

What Makes Our Mexican Food The Best? We Carel

T111118le •••••••••_• • • • • • • • • • • • • .19

(ol~

(Ol'rv--:..-u

~

~

~

~
. o·.o·.. Dl
G
New Mexico UniOn Food Service·~
Roan: Mon. - irl., 6:30a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Sat.II:OO a.m. to Z:OO p.m. (Country Store only)

"

.

A note from oareaecutlvecbd (Phil Watlli):AD
our food 11 prepared tre.b d.Uy In oar ldtcben.
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English Department Head Chosen
To Give Annual Research Lecture
University of New Mexico
English
department
chairman
Ha1nlin Hill has been selecte<\ to
deliver the UNM's 27th Annual
Research Lecture, the highest
honor bestowed on a UNM faculty
men1bcr.
Hill, also a professor in English
and American Studies, will deliver
the lecture April 12 at 8 p.m. in the
UNM Kiva.
"Huckleberry Finn's Humor
Today" is the topic chosen by Hill,
one of the nation's most respected
authorities on American humor in
general and on Mark Twain .in
particular.
Prev.ious Annual Research
Lectures were delivered by Klaus
Kcil, professor of geology and
director of the Institute of
Meteoritics, in 1981 and by
Raymond MacCurdy, professor of
Spanish, in 1980.
A 50-year-old native of Houston,
Hill holds degrees from the
University of Houston. the
Universtiy of Texas and the
University of Chicago, where he
received his doctorate in 1959. He
has been a faculty member at the
University of Wyoming and the
University of Chicago and was

named professor of English and
American Studies at UNM in 1975.
He was appointed English chairman in 1979.
Hill is this year's president of the
American
Humor
Studies
Association and holds its ''Charlie
Chaplin Award." Past honors
include Fulbright lectureships at the
university of copenhagen and the
University of Wurzburg, Germany,
as well as a Guggenheim fellowship
and a prize for best history book of
1978. He has directed four National
Endowment for the Humanities
summer seminars for college
teachers.
Hill and his former University of
Chicago mentor, Walter Blair, are
co-authors of a widely used tel\tbook, A merica's Humor from Poor
Richard to Doonesbury, published
in 1980. Hill also has edited a
collection of Twain's letters and is
the author, co-author or editor of
10 other books on Twain, including
Tile Art of Huckleberry Finn and
Mark Tw11in, Locum de Dios,
which was published in Mexico in
1975.
Hill's publications also include
29 journal articles and several
dozen book reviews. He has

delivered papers to the Modern
Language Asociation and other
scholarly groups, has served as an
editor and adviser for textbooks,
scholarly studies and academic
journals, and has been an adviser to
the National Endowment for the
Humanities and the National
Humanities Center,
In 1979 Hiil served as senior
adviser for a Public Broadcasting
Service documentary on Mark
Twain. Last year he taped seven
lectures on Twain for national
distribution.
Hill ]las been a guest Jecturet• at
universities in Spain, Sweden,
l<'inland and Germany. He also has
been a visiting professor at the
University of Nebraska, the
University of Chicago, the
University of California at Berkeley
and Stanford University.
At UNM Hill has served on the
Student Standards Committee, the
University Press Committee, the
Student Union Board, an ad-hoc
committee on graduate professional
education and on other committees
in the English and American
Studies departments and the
College of Arts and Sciences,

Book Considers Nurses' Problems
about the adjustment phases
students go through by having them
Registered nurses returning to keep diaries of their experiences.
school to work on a baccalaureate She collected 309 diaries in which
degree often face crises and conflict all of the students expressed similar
after making the initial adjustment concerns, She says.
to being a student again, says
Shane says she was encouraged to
University of New Mexico College write the book when she found
of Nursing Coordinator Donea nothing written on the subject of
Shane.
how nurses cope with going back to
school.
In order to help such students,
She says she could not find
Shane has wr.itten a book,
Returning lo School: A Guide for textbooks on the subject for her
Nurses, that is expected to be seminar, so she decided to write
one. She says publishers seemed
published by September 1982.
positive about the idea.
During the conflict stage, nursing
"Nurses come into the student
role which is very different from students ask themselves, "I know
being an employee, They feel I'm a good nurse, so why am I
powerless, not in control of what having so much difficulty?" Shane
happens. They realize there is a says. She describes students as
difference between the ideal nurse suffering from lethargy, anger and
role that is taught in the schools and feelings of isolation.
actual application," she says.
Students in this phase will often
UNM faculty and experts from attempt to challenge their inaround the country contributed to structors and occasionally the
administration, Shane says.
Shane's book.
''The key part Of the returningShane says she learned htUch

Lauren Miller

to-school syndrome is how they
(nursing students) resolve the crisis
by using their energies on growth
and learning instead of on defensive
behaviors such as anger and
frustration," Shane says.
Shane
uses
the
tP.rm
"bicultrualism'' to explain the
resolution that students come to in
effectively combining their home,
work and school situations.
Shane says she suggests faculty
become supporlive of returning
students by providing them with
information that may ease their
situations. UNM offers a course,
''Changing Roles in Nursing," to
help nursing students put their
situations into perspective.
Shane says that hospitals in town
provide good reimbursement plans
for their staff. "Almost everybody
works at least part time while they
are in school,'' she says,
By pursuing a baccalaureate
degree, a registrated nurse has a Jot
of opportunities for different types
of jobs, Shane says.

Campus Christians Study Aspects
Of Bible's Practical Applications
Richard L. Drinon Jr.
''To take a name usually means
to separate yourself from other
Christians. We want to be open to
others," says Robert Danek, v.ice
president of Christians on Campus.
The title, Christians on Campus,
serves only to identify the group,
Danek said. He said the title is not
an organizational name.
To get a room on campus for
meetings, the group was required to
name a president and vice
president. But overall, Danek said,
group members have equal
position.
Danek said he believes Christians
focus on things that divide them
rather than bring them together.
Christians on Campustries to avoid
that, he said.
This is the group's first semester
of meeting together after a year's
layoff. Right now about six people
meet on Wednesdays at noon in
room 250-A of the Student Union
Building for Bible studies.
The group's goal, according to
Danek, is a combination of gaining

Christ through salvation and rather that realizing. that God is a
bringing. others into the subjective person to be experienced inside
them," he says.
experience of Christ.
Danek does not believe that a
I' or eternal salvation, one has to
secular
education should pose a
receive the Lord Jesus Christ into
problem for Christians.
himself, says Danek.
"Christ is to be experienced in
"You have to open up to him,
every
aspect of our experience, even
believe he is God's son, that he
became a man and that he can Jive in the classroom," he says.
inside of you," he says.
Danek cites some o( the doctrinal
points of Christianity that seperate
The group is studying the book
believers as; methods of baptism,
of John from the Bible this
conditions .of the rapture- a belief
semester.
that Christ will remove Christians
the group puts a large emphasis from the earth, .and the form in
on the practical application of the which the Holy Spirit comes into
Bible in an individual's life, Danek the Christian's life.
said.
Danek, 23, and his brother
"We share partly from our
David, 22, initiate the Bible studies
personal experiences and directly
and group meetings.
from what we've seen in the
David Danek, president of
Word," says Danek.
christians on Campus; is a business
"One thing I've realized about student. Robert is in mechanical
the Bible is that it's not just doc· engineering. A third brother, Jim,
trines trying to teach you things, 21, is a business student and also
but it is a revelation of a person to takes part in the meetings and Bible
be lived, Praying and reading the studies.
"My brothers and I were raised
Bible opens us up to the person of
by Chrlstfan parents," says Danek.
Christ," says Danek.
''I think most Christians are still "We all started pursuing the Lord
objective, still trying to do things as teenagers."

Series of Colloquia Offered
By Psychology Department

Physics Professor Honored
John Linsley,
research
professor in the physics and
astronomy department at the
University of New Mexico, has
been selected to appear in the
1982-83 edition of Who;s Who
in Technology Today.
Linsley, who cam" to UNM in
1972, received his B.S. and
P)l. D. degrees from the
University of Minnesota, where
he also served as a research
assistant and an assistant
professor from 1951-54,

From 1954-72, he was a
research associate and assistant
professor at M.LT,
Linsley
has
pioneered
techniques used to detect 'and
measure cosmic rays aqd has
authored
50 publications
primarily involving high-energy
physics and astropl!ysics.
He is a fellow of the American
Physics Society an,;! a member of
the
America
Astronomical
Association, Sigma Xi and the
New York Academy of Sciences.

The University of New Mexico
psychology department will feature
a variety of subjects in its spring
colloquia series.
Today UNM's John P. Glock
and Stephen J, Suomi of the
University of Wisconsin will speak
at 1;30 in room 121 of Mitchell
Hall, Their topic will be "The
Effects of Early Experience on
Rhesus Monkey Behavior: Hopeful
Signs and Limiting Factors."

Audubon Scholarship Offered
The National Audubon Society is
offering a scholarship program for
high school, college and graduate
school students.
The 1982 scholarships are
designed to pay a student's el\penses while ilttending school, or
for a project or summer program of
the student's choice.
Past recipients have utilized the
scholarships for attending schools,
summer camps, workshops and
travel programs, photographing
endangered Alaskan wildlife, in-

terning
in
conservation
organizations or participating in the
Expedition
Institute,
an
educational program of the Society.
Application forms and instructions are available through
Aug. IS by sending a self-addressed
stamped no. I 0 envelope to:
Scholarship Committee, National
Audubon Society Expedition
Institute, RFD #I, Box 149B,
Lubec, Maine 04652.
The financial aid and multiple
scholarship grants range from $100
t~ $200.

Campus Briefs
VORTEX LINES DISCUSSION
Vortex lines and water-waves will be discussed in colloquia at the
University of New Mexico department of mathematics and statistics
Tuesday and Thursday at3:3() p.m. in the Humanities Building Room 428.
"The Motion of Stretched Vortex Lines" will be discussed by Professor
John C. Neu of Stanford Tuesday.
Thursday Professor Charles Amick of the University of Chicago will
speak on "Solitary Water-Waves of Finite Amplitude."
Coffee and donuts will be ~erved at3 p.m. in the adjacent lounge.
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP
"Women and Change," a counseling, support and skills group for
women, is being organized at the Student Mental Health Service at the
University of New Mexico.
The group helps women give and get emotional support and deal with
changes in their lives more effectively.
Students enrolled for six or more hours are eligible to join the group,
which will teach problem solving strategies and skills for developing power
and social support.
'the group wiJI meet Wednesdays from 9 to II a.m. for six weeks
beginning March 31 and running through May 5.
Susan Schradle will be organizing and conducting the group sessions.
Women interested in taking part in the group sessions must call Schradle
at 277-4537 for a preliminary interview. The interviews will be held
Wednesday.
PUBLISHING INFORMAtiON
The University of New Mexico Department .of Speech Communication
will be hosting a colloquium Wednesday on how to get writings published.
Lawrence Rosenfeld, UNM professor of speech communication, will
discuss editors' expectations and publishing from the perspective of an
editor and author.
Rosenfeld's talk will begin at 1;30 p.m. in room 139 of the speech
communication building, 1801 Roma.
Rosenfeld has published four plays and more than 40 articles and
recently served as editor of the Western Speech Communication Journal.
His books include works on interpersonal continunication, small-group
communication, communication theory and nonverbal communication.
The free colloquium is part of the department's monthly series of
colloquia.
CROSS-CULTURAL UNIT\'
The UNM Cross-cultural Unity Project is a group of students who are
meeting to share their experiences of ethnic identity and to look for
common human qualities across diverse cultural traditions.
Out of these student experiences, the group hopes to write an original
dramatic production, with the help of James Oliver, a professional actor
and playwrigt.
No experiences is necessary. For more information call247-0497.
DRUGTREATMENTLECTURE

•

"Applying Theory to Social Problems; .Attributional style and drug
treatment effectiveness" Will be discussed in a colloquium sponsored by
the University of New Mexico psychology department Tuesday at 4 p.m. in
room 218 of the UNM mechanical engineering building.
Speaking will be Sara Gutierres of Arizona State University.
The colloquium is open free ofcharge to all interested persons.

Dill Wechlcr

Forsythias in bloom frama a coup/a in Monday's late aftarnoon sun nnr the Student Union
Building. The first day of spring was Saturday.

Scholarship applications are now
being accepted for the Fall semester
by the Air Force ROTC department.

Two- and three-year scholarships
are available from the Air Force for
majors in civil, electrical, or
mechanical engineering, or to
students with other technical
majors. who agree to enter the

An associate professor in lear- Mountain Road NE.
ning and development will discuss
Dr. Raymond Dembinski of
navigator career field.
''The
Psycho-Educational Northern lllinois University
Sophomores who qualify are Approach - to
Self-Control" researches the areas · of parent
required to complete a six-week Wednesday at 6;30 p.m. at the education and parent-school
training and orientation program Career Enrichment Center, 807 dynamics.
given during the summer at an Air
Force base,
Application deadline is April IS
~
for sophomores amd May 31 for
freshmen, with four scholarships
available at UNM.
Navy ROTC scholarship ap- ~ The next meeting of the GSA Council is scheduled for Satur- ~
plications for the Fall 1983 semester ~ day, March 27, 1982 at 11 am in Room 230, SUB. Below is the ~
wiJI be accepted from the end of ~ proposed agenda for that meeting:
~
March until Dec. I, 1982.
~.:
I. CW!Io on1or
V.OldE:::~~
Applicants for Navy scholarships 11'
11. Min- of Flbrully 27,111112 ..-!ng
01111
Ill.
_
.
,
Alpotl
lntroduotion
ol
Candlda1es
arc chosen in a national com- 11'.:
IV.~ Roports
VII. MjoUm11*1
01111
petition, with 6500 scholarships
01111
" ' Spodol ~~
~
B,FinancO
available nationwide.
11'
.
:
111112-83
"'-«<t!udgot
11'.:
Scholarship benefits from both
the Navy and Air force include
payment of tuition, Jab fees, books
and $100 a month.
Applications may be picked up at
the NROTC department at 720 Yale
and at the AFROTC department at
1901 Las Lomas.

,..................................................

I Graduate Student Association I

Rare Meteorite Donated to Institute
A rare and priceless meteorite has
been donated to the University of
New Mexico's Institute of
Meteoritics.
The meteorite, a rare stone type,
was donated by Leota LaPaz, who
found the meteorite in 1954 in
Colfax County, New Mexico.
LaPaz is the wife of Dr. Lincoln
LaPaz, founder and first director
of the UNM Institute of
Meteoritics.
Dr. Klaus Keil, the current
director of the institute and UNM
geology professor, said it was

that is relatively unexplored in experimental psychology.
All. coloquia are open free to the
public.
Janet Belew, Florida State
University at Tallahassee, will
speak on "Assessing Attitudes
Using Non-Reactive Measures,"
Friday at4 p.m. in Biology 139.
"Social Perspective Testing,
Social Style, and Accuracy in
Judging Others," by Mark H.
Davis of Indiana University, will be
March 30 at 4 p.m. in. Mechanical
Engineering 218.
"The
Myers-Briggs
Type
Indicator;
Introduction and
Applications in Longitudianl
Research," by Naomi Quenk and
Jerry Otis of Albuquerque, will be
Aprill4 at 3 p.m. in Biology 258.
"Shyness, Mental Prisons and
Freedom," by Phillip G. Zimbardo
of Stanford University will be April
30 at 1 p.m. in .the Old Lecture
Hall.

Talk To Give Self-Control Approach

ROTC Scholarship Requests Being Taken
Mark Ballance

Also featured today will be
"Applying Theory to Social
Problems; Attributional Style and
Drug Treatment Effectiveness," by
Sara Gutierres of Arizona State, at
4 p.m. in Mechanical Engineering
218.
Dr. Anthony Greenwald of Ohio
State will discuss "Self and
Memory" March 29 at 4 p.m. in the
biology building, room 100.
He will discuss his recent research
on memory process and the self, a

~oncept

impossible to put a price on the
meteorite because it was a very rare
type.
"It's one of only 30 of its type
known in the world and the first of
its type in New Mexico," Keil said.
"It's a wonderful gift."
Keil said the meteorite has been
named the "Palo Blanco Creek
Meteorite" after the site where
LaPaz found it.
The Institute of Meteoritics is a
division within the UNM geology
department, and is located in
Northrup Hall.

.....................................................

Results of Lesbian Survey To Be Revealed
Great amounts of lesbian history
have been lost, neglected, obscured
and ignored,· according to Trisha
Franzen, a former instructor with
the University of New Mexico
Women Studies Program.
In an effort to conteract this
discrimination, a survey of New
Mel\ico lesbians was conducted last
semester by students from a course

entitled Heterosexism
Oppression of Women.

and

the

Franzen, who taught the course
with Beth Morris, will share the
results of this survey Wednesday
from noon to I p.m. at the UNM
Women's Center, 1824 Las Lomas
NE.
The survey covers basic statistics

Spanish Test
To Be Given
For Teachers

such as age, income, education and
region of origin, as well as personal
and political attitudes.
Those interested are invited to
bring their lunch to the free
presentation, sponsored by the
Women's Center and Women
Studies Program as part of a Brown
Bag Series.

The multi-media presentation that stunned

audiences at over 400 campuses!

A Spanish language proficiency
examination for bilingual teachers
will be given Saturday from 9 a.m.
to noon at the University of New
Mexico.
Dr. Sabine Ulibarri, chairperson
of the UNM modern and classical
languages department, said the test
is given under the authority of the
New Mexico Department of
Education.
Persons who pass the exam wiii
fulfill one or the requirements for a
bilingual-bicultural endorsement on
the New M el\ico teaching certificate.
The el\am will consist of multiple
choice items on New Mexican
vocabulary, sentence completions,
reading comprehension, literary
interpretation
and listening
comprehension

Monday
March 29
1:00pm
Woodward Hall

The exam will be give in room
23SB of Ortega Hall.
Interested [lersons may register
for the exam hy calling 217-5907. A
$ t 2 registration fee is required.

Students $1.00, General Public $2.00
Sponsored by the AStJNM Speakers Committee

•

,,

'

,.

'

"

t;

Tickets available at the door

.,,N
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Two UNM Students Receive Lear Award for Original Play
Margaret Scott

on a new play for Lear, the Stevens Stevens had won just last Wedbrothers will look for a worthwhile nesday. When interviewed irt the
Their original comedy play, professional oppurtunity to put Green Room of the Fine Arts
"The Boob in the Tube," has won "Boob" on in a Los Angeles Center last Thursday, the Stevens
students Wade and Brent Stevens theater.
de;cribed themselves as "only
"The Boob in the Tube" was down to cloud eight lind one-half."
this year's prestigious Norman Lear
Award, The award consists of a first seen ai the Southwest Theatre The brothers were extremely happy.
contract worth somewhere around Conference held at UNM last
The Stevens have worked in
$6000 to write a half-hour teleplay summer. It won the Norman Lear numero\tS local and university stage
for one of Norman Lear's television at the American College Theater productions. Brent Stevens sjarred
programs. Ironically. "Boob in the Festival in Fort Worth, Texas, this in last summer's musical, "History
Tube" is about a man who acquires past October. Th~ater professor of American Film," and recently in
from Dr. Robert Hartung and Depar- "The Man Who came to Dinner."
several
pseudo-identities
television programs. The Lear tment Head Dr. Brian Hansen of Talking about theater, Wade
Award is given out by people who the UNM theater arts department Stevens said that he once chased
write for television. While working were called and informed that the fame an.d fortune. He said, "If you
feel inadequate, you chase fortune.
They say that's the reason why
most actors become.'actors. It's why
I did. But you can get an air around
you of unreality that teaches you to
be anti-social. Theater people have
to be particularly aware of how
other people see them. Fame can
at the School of Medicine is seeking 30 participants
hurt you because then you can lose
in a pain threshold study. Subjects will be hospitalthe ability to observe other people.
Other people can change as they
ized for 24 hours during which time 460 ml of blood
observe you, like they do for
will be collected. Subjects will receive three meals
Robert Redford. Our struggle in
and fifty dollars for their participation. Call 277Albuquerque all these years has
been good for observing people.
5756 for more information.
It's been a good incubation period
before becoming professional."
"Art," continued Brent, "has to
reflect life and give people
something back. You can make a
point by hitting someone over the
head and depressing them or you
can do it by making them laugh.
People are more vulnerable when

Division of Physical Therapy

,

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES

The Department of the Navy is now accepting applications for
entry-level management positions. Qualified individuals will
be guaranteed appointment to a paid 16-week training program and assignment to management duties in operations,
personnel, finance. logistics and communications. Starting
salary $20,000 after training with guaranteed raise to $31.500
in four years. Requirements for application include BS or BA
degree (any major), 19-31 years old. U.S. citizen. willing to
relocate and qualification test.

Ray Abeyta

DEPT. OF THE NAVY

,.I
~

Saw money, carry-out scr\'icc, plenty of free parkin~
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WELCOME
~
UNM STUDENTS,
STAFF AND FACULTY

SAVE-WAY LIQUORS
FEATURES :

Is jazz alive and well and being
played over the airwaves in the state
of New Mexico1 1 hear that if you
tune in to your left side of the FM
dial, you can pick up the sounds of
skWonk and honk and bebop-arony at the oddest hours. I also hear
that so-called jazz music is even
making a comeback. It hasn't been
easy doing music so closely
associated with the word Art
(emphasis on the capital A) when
the listening and buying audience
has been hung up on the likes of
Ted Nugent and the Eagles for so
long now.
Ah, yes - the advent of rock-nroll. Metronomic rhythms and
extended guitar solos put to words
what generally doesn't amount to
more than "baby, baby, I love you;
your place or mine?" Rock
knockedjazz clear off the scene for
a good number of years, possibly
for good reasons. Things got pretty
far out in left field for jazz. Its
audience was pretty much limited to
other musicians, artists of varying
persuasions, and a few critics who
had been following the sound from
the beginning; even the black
audience had forsaken jazz for
s0ul. A limited scope to be sure.
Musicians weren't finding work;
the clubs were folding; things were
looking out-and·out bleak for jazz
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Tht•lar!);est sclceliotl of California
and imported \\'incs in the state of

t'O$.!tlHC~ and brandies.
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• Large seleclioil of American
and imported beers.

• The he>l

brands

in whiskies,

rum, \'odka, and gin.
• All of the aiJo\'e at low,
lo\1', discount prices.

writing for a mass television
audience. The technical challenge
will be in adjusting from the style of
the live stage to writing in film
fragments, They will work with a
professional Lear team. The thrill
of working in Hollywood aside, the
brothers have dreams of returning
to Albuquerque and starting their
own film company.
''There's a lot of good theater
here and I wonder if people know
abo~t it," said Wade. The brothers
agreed that theater here has not
recieved much serious recognition.
They would like to keep in touch
with a group of Albuquerque
theater participants who work well
together.
I asked the brothers what - in
Hollywood terms - the future
held. They have no plans to invest
in Hawaiian shirts. They have not
as yet rented a bungalow in Laguna
Beach. Will they sell used cars in
San Jose?
''I have a dream," smiled Wade,
"of making lots of money and
coming back here to 'the city of
jewels,' as the truckers call
Albuquerque. But first I want to
walk through New York (like a
Macy's parade float?) and stop on a
corner and see my name in lights.
Why not? There's an ego rush. I
think it would be neat. We've been
validated in a very big way by being
given this award." Indeed so has
the entire UNM theater depart·
ment.

l''''"'''"'''-''........, ...........................l!
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I Explore Careers! I
~

~~ Wed.,
Attend the career folr for Non-Technical majors ~
March 24 in the SUB Ballroom. Talk to repre- ~
~

~

in the U.S.A., so a lot of the finest out of the art schools in search of
disappeared into obscurity, or new art forms chose one of the
moved to the greener pastures of a oldest: music. In a blatant attempt
receptive Europe,
to deny the workings of glitter rock,
By the time jazz started to peter heavy metal and over-produced,
out in the late fifties and early over-engineered commercial pop,
sixties, the likes of Elvis and a the new bands went for the direct
group of other white boys had approach: loud, fast and simple.
taken an odd mixture of rhythm Now the majority of attempts taken
and blues, predominantly black in this direction were good for a
music, and made it accessible to a kick in the proverbial rear, but as
white audience. Now this style of far as staying power, the sound was
black music wasn't anywhere near strictly limited; it lasted about four
jazz. It wasn't as complex for one. years.
It was electric and had an energy
So, which way now, scout?
level that spoke more directly to a Direction
Three
ecclecticism.
rising population of post-war baby ·chords and a scream can only go so
boomers. Besides that, it had radio far. The bands that lasted out the
on its side. Rock became pop, and punk deluge and the new wave
pop became the musical force of a record company hype began turnew generation.
ning toward a variety of sources for
Well, that lasted about twenty matetial. Musicians like James
years and the rock form eventually White (alias James Black, alias
moved farther and farther away James Chance), Defunkt, and even
from its original source. Rock people like 'the ll-52's, Talking
became slick and mannerist in the Heads and Joe Jackson saw more
worst sense, lost in a sea of format
continued on pegeg
programming and indistinguishable
rhythms. In an attempt to relocate
the lost chords, musicians and their
audience turned to bygone sources
- jazz among other things.
The recent surge of post-punk
~e:rrtee
and so-called new wave bands that
have appeared on the scene have
been
largely
responsible for
reintroducing a variety of sounds to
Presldimll•l' Sr!iohirs Club - Special meeting ro
music. Many of the bands coming
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crtdorsc ASUNM catidldut~s Wednesday at 1 p.rn.
F'ot lntormadon tall2n-3280,
Association or Accounllna: Studenls -- Free in~
come lax _Msisfancc for forms f040 and 1040·A In the
Varid1library, Monday_- 2. fo S p.ni,, Tuesday- 2
to 7 p.m., Thursday--s a.m.lo4 p.m., Friday- 9
a.m. to 5 p.tn. and Saturday- 12 tO 3 p.m. llnlil
AprliJS,
National ChicAno fleallh Orp:anb:atlori - Bl·
monthly lficeling 7 p.m. Wcdnc.~day at ISIS Roma

N.E.

C(lalilfnn for lfuman 'Rialit~ fn t..dn AmeriCa ....
AcHon an El Salvador Wedncsd:~y.
Ecumenical . Sctvlc:cl ltnnidCUlale Conception
Church -6r3D p.m.
Man:h from church !o Old'rowil-1:30 p,m,
kally In Old Townl'lilzrt -8:30p.m.
1.~ Lel_r.a§ VIvas- Ln5 lct_rn§ pr~nta el jOVttt
rtovchsta Mcxlcano, GuslaVoSainz, micrcolcs cl24cle
~atzo a _Ins 12~ horas en el drlcga 1-fallloungc, El
senor S~mz !cern sclccdoncs ,de_ tfu novel a lncditfi y
hnb~a tlcmpo para convcrsacton. Vcnga a -disrruhir
t.m~ horn de cr_catividad Con no~otros.
Nallo~al Honor Sodefy In PsychOioA)I Col~oqU_JUm on thc '_1.Arl' ot Li~tcttlngtr by Ot. Jcall
Newman thnthmr. Wcdnc~dny IH 7 p.tn, fn room 130
or the ll,~ychology bu!tdhtg.

sentotives from government, b1.1siness· and indus-

~ try, on on informal basis. All students welcome!

~
~

~

Call 277-2531
for more information

~

~t....................,

The Reagan Admlnistratkln has proposed ending all Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSL.s) for graduate si\Jdents effective neKI fait (1962), That's rtght, If you I!TP In
midstream With your masters or doctoral program, you will be Impacted- oven II you a"'
not currently receMng a GSL.
The proposed cuts In 111e GSL program will dlspiaCQ some 700,000 grad si\J!lenls
nationwide (Wall Stroot Journal, February 22, 1982); at UNM, estimates suggest that
over 1100 grad students will be Impacted directly; many more will be affacted Indirectly,

What Might Happen If These
Proposals Pass Congress?

or
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You May Have To Quit
Graduate School ! ! !

all day this Thursday, when our form.
continued from page 8
very own KUNM and the Jazz
KUNM of cause is a little more
than a dead art form in jazz and
Workshop present a day of" Jazz diversified, they'll play anything as
began to introduce the sounds into in New Mexico." That's right, a long as it stays on Jhe turn table,
their own.
whole day of jazz. KUNM and the , jazz is just orte of many forms of
So, here we are irt the eighties.
Workshop have bee!\ higJJ!y active sound that comes out over the
What now? Is there hope for jazz? in keeping jazz v.i!al and available waves. Dedicating their airspace to
Will it survive, or wind up a novelty to the New Mexico audience. This a whole day of jazz is, to say the
item in the hands of savages - a day of ja:tz is a second annual least, and interesting endeavor. We,
new toy today artd scrap event a collaboration between two the listening audience, aren't
tomorrow1 I don't think so. Jazz non"profit organizations that have generally given the opportunity to
definitely needs some work. Old consistently presented some of the hear the scope of what .is entailed in
standards are fine, but at this point finest music available for our the definition of the word "jazz."
they come off as strictly academic, listening pleasure.
This is the big chance. You don't
studied to the point nausea. But if a
have to listen the whole day long,
grMp of kids can take a traditional
The Workshop in the past has but it'll be nice to have a choice for
art form like rhythm and blues and
presented concerts by Sun Ra, a change. So if you. get tired of toprevamp it into something hot and
Ort\ette Coleman, The Chicago Art forty fare, tune into 90.1 this
jumpin' for a new audience, who's Ensen!ble, SotulY Rollins and Betty Thursday and catch some of that
to say it can't happen agairt1
Carter, to name. a rew. Hot stuff in Skwonk and Hollk for a few
The answer to these and other there and a good argument for the minutes. You might hear something
this supposedly dying art you've never heard.
musical questions will be answered vitaliiy

~
~
J':

~

-Jazz __________...____

~

J':

~

The cast of "Playboy of the Western World" tBkes the stage by storm In the Vortex ThfNitre"s
production of John M. Synge's classic play. "Playboy" will be presented Thursdeys through Sundeys until Merch28.

~

Sponsored by 1he
UNM Career Planning and Placement,
College of Arts and Sciences,
Andenon Schools of Management
and Unlvenlly College

~
~

NM Jazz Workshop and KUNM
Collaborate on Full Day of Jazz

Contact:
First National Bank Bldg.
5301 Central, N.E., Suite 1013
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 766-3895 (collect)

they're laughing but more open
too. We wqnt to offer hope, not
suicide. Comedy is enlightening
because it helps you to be more
objective. Really strong egos yell at
one another bu.t also ask why.
Characters in comedy are aware."
''I have a child," added Wade,
"and I worry about what children
see on t~levision."
Live theater is flourishing in Los
Angeles right now, Theaters there
are breaking New York box office
records and lengths of running
time, The brothers think perhaps
they are going to Los Angeles at .the
right time. Their original plan, they
said, was to write comedy for the
stage. They expressed how they had
never planned to write for
television. Their major themes,
however, have dealt with the family
and the influence of television on
people's lives. "The Boob in the
Tube" is about displaced New
Yorkers, but it is the commonality
of working out problems that the
Stevens are interested in.
"We want to offer hope," said
Brent. "Everybody, whether
they're from New York or
Albuquerque, has three parts: the
parent ego, the child ego and the
elderly ego. We can work out our
problems and we don't have to Jose
our identities to television."
The major task ahead for our
team is their adaptation from
writing
about
people
in
Albuquerque for the stage to

We invite you to .a study
of the .life of .Jesus The Messiah
Tonight - Tuesday Evening - 7:30pm
Room 250E upstairs in the SUB

• First of all, the 773 grad students on NMSLs and the 400-odd students on GSLs will
lose some $4 million in educational aid, In addition, many more grad $tudents will be
impacted by proposed cuts in National Direct Student Loans (NDSL). Some Will be
forced to postpone their studies, others will decrease their tredit·hour load, and still
others will be forced to drop out indefinitely.
• Seconcily, studenl!o preoontiy receiving fellowhalpo, research assistantships, and
leaching assistantships may lose their positions as competnlon for those slots In·
creases. It Is conceivable 111at only a fawol many equally capable and talented students
will have access to an edUcation.
·• Third, as grad students respond to this situation by decreasing thelrcredH·hour toad,
ful~tlme equivalents (FTEs) will drop. Since universities and colleges In New Mexico
receive funding according toFTE levels, these lnst/Mions will be forcac:t to make up the
1'8Sll~ant shol1fall In revenues by raising 1\Jitlon even more. Voila', a greater decline In
enrollment and the cycle goes on.
• Fourth, education will become an elne institution, accessible to only 111o very wealthy
(many mlddfe.class families depend on GSL.s to help provide an aducallon tor family
members). The resu~ will be 111at many segments of society will go unrepresented In
higher education, government, and business.
• F<fth, the nation as a whole will experience a loss of opportunity, a decline In
contributions to basic researeh and knowledge, diminishing gains In productivity and
economic growth al a crucial time In DtJr country's history, and a lesser ability by this
country's lridustry to compete In highly-technological world markets.
• Whllttlhere are many reii!Ons to oppose reductionS In student financial aid, there Is,
In effect. one short,tarm, sho~·sighted reason to support these cuts: balancing the
budget. ThoUgh a balanced budget has been a reality only a handful of practlca/ly
several yoara away, the currentadmlnlsllatkln has targeted a meaningful and important
program for cuts.

What Can You Do To Help?
A lot. The Graduate Student Assoclatlon(GSA) lsspearl1eading a statowlde drive to
assistance lor higher educatloo
must stay lntsct.
The GSA has prepared sample letters and petitions (which are tirculating through
your dapartment office right now- sign one). In addhlon, the GSA office will have a
WATS line open for graduate si\Jdents to call their elected represantatiVes offices tn
Washlng1on, D.C. lnadditkln, information and instructions are available when you make
yoiJt call.
YOU ean help by:
1) Volunteering lima for this effort;
2) Sending letters to Senafors Oornenlcl Bt1d Schmitt and Representatives Lujan
and Skeen: ·
•
3) Coming by the GSA office between the h0ursol9 a.m. and 2 p.m. lind calling
your congreaspeople and other key committee members In Congress;
4) Signing a GSA petition: and
5) By urging friends and relatives (&r~Y'Nhere 111 the U.S.) to contact their elected
representatives in Washfng1on.
let oor congressklnal delegation know that financial

What You Do Will Be Noticed: What
We All Do Together Will Make A Difference. Act Now. Contact:
GSA Financial Aid Retention Campaign (9 AM - 2 PM)
GSA Office, (New Mexico Union, north b..ement)
Phone 2.77-3803
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Skills Center
This Week in Sports at UNM

3rd floor, Zimmerman Library

277-4560

T

U

E S· [) A

\'

Mnrch23
Men's fJ_aseball: UNM in. Turqudi!ie. Tournament
vs. Toledo, SW Missowi St, Bradley and Soulhern

Hours: Mon-Thur 9am-7pm.
Fri 9am-3pm

Jlfjno{s·Edward.svif/e al _Lobo field and Sports
Sfadium
Women~-Golf:

UNM in Ed!'i! Lfanfulr Classic (rr

Sea/lle1 Wash,
Frisbee Golf Dollbles~ Enrries Du_e In lnlramurals
Office, room 230, Johnson G)'lrr. entries P.uefor Co·
ed S{ow Pitch Softball and Jnnertuhe Warer Polo in
lnrramttrals Of/Ire, room 230, Johnson Gym
Co-Ree Volleyball (Ji!d Faculry-Staff YclleJ-'b(l{l
Emriesdm:Jn lntramuralsOfflce, room 230, Johnson
Gym
WEDNESDAY
Ma.rch24
Men's Baseball.' UNM i'1 Trtrq~oise Tourney a(
Lobo Freid and Sports Stadium
Women~ GQ/f.' VNM In Eden Llar!fult Classfc m
SI!(Jt(le, Wash,

New!
Math Confidence Workshops

THf,JRSDAY

March2.5
Men's Baseball: UNM in Turl]lloise Tourney at
Lobo Field and Sports Siadiwn
Women:S Softbafl: UNM ar Arlington lnvfiarlonal,
A r/ingtotl, Te.Yas
Fril1Jt't! Golf Doubles, Slaw Pitch Softball,
Jnnertube Wafer Polo, Co·Rec Volleyball and
faculty-Staff Volleyball: Meerrng roday for par·
ttcipamsinJohnson Gym, room 154

This workshop will focus on helping you ove1·come yom· math
anxieties.
Wednesdays 3-4pm
Thursdays l-2pm

FRIDAY

March26
Men's Golf.· UNM _at Morris Williams Inter•
Collegiate In AUftfn, Texas
MenS Socrert UNM hl Spring Soccer lnvirotiorraf
\'S, Brfgham Young, Ari:(ln~ Stale and West Te.xaJ
State at )Q}/IIson Field
Womer!~ Softball: UNM at Ar/ingron Jnvital/onaf,

Study Group Schedule
l\lath study groups provide an opportunity to meet with a Skills
Center math tutor in a small group setting to discuss math
concepts, homework problems, test questions, etc. Note: some
study gl'OU(> times have changed.

,;~.·
·.· . . ····"'.··

Arlington, Texas
Women'$ Tennis: f,JNM vs, So!ttl!em Color(Jdo,
Colorado State_, Northern Arizona ond New Me;.:ic(l
Milfrary Institute at Lobo T~mnisComplex
SATURDAY
Morch27
Men's Tmck: UNM in Texas Tech lnvitatiPllrJI,
Lrtbbock, Texas
Men~l Baseba/1;' UNM in Turq11oise Tourney II '\JS,
Iowa ar Lobo Field
Men's Socror: UNM In Spriflg- Soccer lnviu~tion(l/
ar Jofmson Field
Wom~n·s Softball: UNMat Arlington Invitalio.na/,
Arlington. Texas
Womct1's 1"ennis: UNM l's, SoUJ/Jern Colo. Unlv.,
CSU, NA U and NMM{ at Lobo Tenn[f Cumplex
Wamen~ Volleyball: UNM vs. N~w Mexico State
at LasCmces
Women :r Track: UNM vs. Ari~ona StOle,
OkluhrJma and 1-lortfi/on at Tempe., Arf:.
Skiing: Ski Spring Fling FundRa~er for .UNM Ski
Team
Men's Go/j: UNM at Mor;is Williams lmerCollegfare, Austin, Texas
Frisbee Golf Doubles In tam urals,• Begin JOd(ly
Rugby.' UNM Rugby vs. Socorro at South Camptfs
Fields
SUNDAY

March28
Men's Golf; UNM (1/ Morris- Willfams InterCollegiate, Alistin, Te:r:a:;
MONDAY
Marr:h29
lntramuruts: Pia)' begins In Slow Pitch Sojrbalt,
lnnertubt: Water Polo, Co·Rec VQI/eyball and
r·acu/ty-Staff Volleyball
INFORMAT-ION
lntramurols: 277-j/.51, Johf!_sp_n Gym, room 2JO,
Tlck'l!ls: 277-2J 16, SE t;orner ojUnlvmlly Arena.

-Unity

'.,'·""~~-

continued from page 10

Math 100
Mondays 9-IOam
Wed.-.esdays 12-1pm
Thursdays 2-3pm
Fridays 11-12am
Math 120
Mondays 4-5pm
Tuesdays 1-2pm
Wednesdays 9-10am, 4-5pm
Math 121
Tuesdays 4:30-5:30pm
Thursdays 1-2pm
Math 150
Mondays 3-4pm
Tuesdays 3-4pm
Fridays l-2pm

Math for Geology 100
Wednesdays 2-3pm

Writing Study Groups
New Drop-in Lab: Mon., Wed., Fl'i. 9-iOam
Regulm· weekly study gt·outJS m·e also being held. Please come to
the Skills Ccntm· to get the topic list
·

Spelling Workshops
Do vour instl'uctcn!s make comments on youl' pat)el'S conceming
speiHng crro1·s. . Come to the Skills Center workshops to get
help in col'l'ccting your spelling J)roblems.
·
Mondays ll-12am
Tuedays 2-:3pm

CST Reviews
Tuesdavs: March :10
.
AtJl'il 1:3
Apl'il 27
May4

Jeff Alexander

Lobo Jill Wahlqvist edges he/' way to second placa in slalom at the
AlA W National Ski Championships in Stowa, Vt. Wahlqvist
finished saventh overall in the nation.

UNM Skier Captures Second
Du:a;ing NCAA Championship
University of New Mexico skier
Jill Wahlqvist skied to a secondplace finish nationally in1he slalom
at the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics Championships
for women March 12.
Wahlqvist skied through two
slalom courses to post a combined
time of I :22.60, 14 hundredths of a
second behind the winner, Lee
Sevison from Colorado. Jennifer
Kennedy of Vermont was third.

Wahlqvist also finished 16th
place in the giant slalom, which
gave her a 7th-place finish overall in
the championships held in Stowe,

Vt.
Other Lobo skiers who placed
included Lisa Kimura, who finished
45th in the slalom, Kjersti Stenberg,
who finished 18th in the 7.5kilometer cross country race, and
Sissel Trondseth, who skied to a
29th-place finish in the same event.

Players' Head Wants Unity

Math 162
Wednesdays 3-4pm
Thursdays 3-4pm

4-5pm
4-5pm
4-5pm
4-5pm

Joe. Ca\'oreun

Lobo Bob Gemignani beats University of Southern Illinois at Edwardsville's first baseman during the
Lobo's 14·3 win Mondey afternoon.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (UPI)
- The executive director of the
NFL Players' Association Monday
urged players to unite behind the
union in the current negotiations
with team owners.
Ed Garvey, spea~ing during the
first day of the NFLPA's annual
convention here, also criticized the
owners' efforts to obtain
congressional approval for an anti·
trust exemption for the league as
anti-consumer and anti-labor.
The convention, which runs
through thursday, comes during
negotiations between the players
and owners, which are meeting this
week in Phoenix. The key NFLPA
demand is for a percentage of the
league's gross revenues.
Garvey told more than SOO
' association members at the convention's opening session that the
owners have tried to divide players
by experience or ability. He said
owners "play on your innocence11
by encouraging a large turnover so
they will be dealing with less experienced players.
The strategy can be overcome, he
said, if the players trust each other
and the ,union leadership.
"Everyone in this room .•. is
committed to getting you the
benefits you deserve," he said.
Garvey said secret meetings
between management and players
must be avoided, citing bad ex•

periences with such sessions in the
past, and told the players at the
convention to use peer pressure to
gain support for the union.
"Each one of you wlll be a
representative of the union," he
said, noting that the executive
committee and other NFLPA
officials will be involved in
discussions with owners, politicians
and the media. "You have got to
get the word out on the playing
field.''
Gene Upshaw of the Oakland
Raiders, the president of the
NFLPA, told the players that the
owners were "the enemy."
"The owners don't like you and
don't like what you are doing,"
Upshaw said.
·
Tom Condon of the Kansas City
Chiefs, a member of the executive
committee, told the players that
during the first two negotiating
sessioM that owners made no
concessions.
"They didn't offer one more
dime on the table," Condon said.
"They didn't want to change the
free-agent compensation system
one bit,
"They are trying to take away
some things we have already
earned," he said, including joint
control of the insurance fund and
health and safety procedures.
The next meeting in what Garvey
continued on page 11

The latest effort, he said, incalled the "most important volves an NFL effort to have the
bargaining session in the history of league declared a "single business
sports" is expected early next entity" instead of 28 separate
month. Besides seeking 55 percent teams, a declaration he said the
of the revenues, the NFLPA wants league tmsuccessfully tried to
to discuss such issues as free obtain through the courts.
agency, life insurance and
"Having lost in the courts,
retirement and the elimination of they're going back to Congress,"
artificial turf.
Garvey said. "Our position is that
Garvey said the NFL has suc- it would hurt the public and hurt
ceeded twice in getting an anti·trust the players and could only help the
exemption through Congress ~ owners."
once in 1961 to pool television
A resolution adopted by the
rights and again in 1966 to permit NFLPA
Board
of Player
the merger with the American Representatives said the exemption
Fodtball League.
would allow the, owners to - set

"exorbitant league-wide ticket
prices," change the televising of
games from networks to pay TV
and move franchises "at the whim
of the commissioner or any
owner."
Mark Murphy of the Washington
Redskins said the exemption
proposal was anti-consumer
because it could set a precedent for
other industries.
NFL officials are trying to build
up support for the proposed
exemption in Congress, Garvey
said, but some congressmen have
promised there would be full
hearings on the measure.

UNM Soccer Team State Amateur Champs
Robert Sanchez
The UNM soccer team was busy
during spring break winning the
New Mexico State Amateur Cup
Finals to become the New Mexico
State Amateur champions.

The soccer team defeated Azteca
2-1 in the quarterfinals and the
Albuquerque Kickers 3-0 in the
finals to win the title.
The Arizona State Amateur
champions are scheduied to play
the UNM soccer team in two weeks

Carlsbad Caverns Earns $40 Million
CARLSBAD (UPI) - Tourists day in the area. That totaled $4.3
attracted by two national parks in million during 1981, Dunmire said.
New Mexico and Texas contributed
The figures exclude federal
about $45 million to the local payments in lieu of taxes made by
economy of the two states in 1981, the Department of the Interior for
National Park Superintendent Bill federal lands in two Texas counties
Dunmire said Monday.
and one New Mexico county, he
said.
The total economic boost from
Carlsbad Caverns National Park in
NewMexico was about $40 million,
he said, while Guadalupe Moun·
tains National Park in texas
chipped in an estimated $4.2
million,
Dunmire also said National Park
Service operations and construction
projects at the two parks con•
tributed another $2.2 million to the
region's economy last year.
At Carlsbad Caverns, New
Mexico's most popular NPS area,
771,781 people toured the park in
1981, Dunmire said. Spending an
average of $35 a day and staying a
day and a half, the total contributed by those tourists was $40.5
million, he said,
The Texas park attracted 142,641
people, who spent an estimated $30
a day a staved an average of one

Where ~lill I go if 1 want to report
discrimination due to sex, race,
national ongm or handicap?
Affirmative Action Office, 1700
Las Lomas NE, x 5251.

as part of a nation-wide soccer
competition program.
In addition, the Lobo soccer
invitational is scheduled for Friday
at 4 p.m. at Johnson Field, with
Brigham Young . ·University,
Arizona State University and West
texas State University entered in
the meet.
Ill other games the team defeated
Albuquerque United in city league
competition S-2 and lost to
Chihuahua, Mexico, there Monday
and Tuesday 5-0 and 2-1.

Where can I go if I want a work·
study job (based on finadal need)?
Work-study Program, Mesa Vista
Hall2l13,x35ll.

Daily Lobo Editor
Selection Dates Set

The UNM Student Publications Board is now ~(•ek·
ing applicants for 1982-83 Dai(\' /,obo editor.
• Applications .-re now available in the Student
Publication Business Office, Marron Hall, Roorit 131.
• Applications must be returned hy 12 noon. Wednesday, March 31 to the Student Publications
Business Office, Marron Hall. Room 131.
• The UNM Student Publications Board will meet to
interview the candidates noon Saturda.v. April 3,
place to be announced.
• The 1982-83. Editor will be selected Friday, April
9, tim'e and place to be announced.
• The new Editor and staff will assume their posi·
tions Monday, April 19, 1982 with 12 issues of
publication remaining this semester.

,,'
!)j

·f.

University of New Mexico
Student Health Center
March
82
''the student body"

"Wellness
Workshops"

Wednesday, March 24th, 1982
"Wellness and Stress Management"
Guest Speaker: Harry Johns, Consultant, UNM Mental
Health Services
Wednesday, March 31st, 1982
"Wellness and Personal Productivity"
Guest Speaker: Herb Howell, Management Specialist:
Sunrunner Mgt.
Time: 7:30-9:00pm
Location: UNM Student Health Center
2nd floor conference room

Details:
277-3136
\Villette Seyler, ll.D.

I Got Satisfaction!
The name of the game for 22 years of my life wos an
unfulfilled, aching desire in my gut for real, lasting satisfaction.
When I tell you I've tried everything In my search for
something real, I'm not exaggerating. As I leaped from
one thing to another, I gradually became disillusioned by
everything and everyone around me ... a lost butterfly
with no place to land.
Finally, the spiritual side of life began to draw my attention. I tried several ways to contact Gad: meditation,
so-called "spiritual" drugs, vegetarianism, even religious
rules and regulations (trying to reform myself). In this
emptiness I became more and more desperate forteallty
and began to cry out to God.
The answer came but not os I had imagined. I was drawn
to a wonderful person ..• Jesus Christ. He is the illuminat·
ing one, thh way, the life, and the reality.
Jesus Christ is my satisfaction. Nat a method, a system, an
"ism" Or "onity" of any kind ••. but a person •.• tender
but strong, very human yet the very God Himself..Now I
live to gain more and more of Him.

'

Suzanne de Palma

You ore invited to enjoy a votol Life-Study
with Christians on Campus Wednesday,
12:00 noon, SUD room 250-A.
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ACCURATE TYI'ING 883·?62~ evenings,
~/2~
TYPING I'ROt'i'SSIONAJ, QUALIT'Y, Typeright•
265·5203.
412

New Mexico Daily Lobo

4.

Classified Advertising
131 Marron Hall
277-5656 for rates oT information
1. Personals
M. JAKt;.·TIIIS is Q reminder to turn in softball
rc~iitrutlon Today because "First Seal", will win It all
this year. flY t.hc way Juke. you're the only person
who call read thh ad becau1e it's rctdly your con·
'cicnccbringingthhup.
3123
•·INK'iT sm.EC'TION Ot' unique and traditional
gold wedding ~ell. C.'harlic Romero Jewelers', 293HOI.

Yl

A(Tl'llAH: INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, stcriliuulon, abortion. Right to Choose.
294·0171.
tfn
I'I!WNANCY TESTIN(: & COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
A IIAI'I'Y 11J.:u.o to you two .lovebirds (.'rub by and
Rcbc>"l uf Sunny llrook furms, from the Phnnlom
Mm11tcr. Good tlay.
3/23
CONTAC'rS·I'OI.ISIIING, SOI,UTIONS Casey
Optic;tl Comrany on Lorn as just west of Washington.
tfn
Wt; IIOT lliS'fiUBliTORS. Prescription eyeglass
fr~mc~. Greenwich Village (tcnnon Styles), go!<!
rirnlm. $54 50 (rcgui~r ~65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Mcnaul N.l'., across from Lallellcs.
tfn
ONI,Y S2.JS. TWO fann-frcsh eggs, two homemade
chemicnl free sausage patties, two slices of toast, free
&rccn cluli. Open 7 u.m. Morning Glory Care. Corner
nf<iirard. Central nntl Monte Vista 268·7040.
tfn
It" YOl' KNOW u nerson named J. Bash-Junior,
busincs1 majnr··wish him a happy birthday by giving
him n hard sln('l on the back today (or kick him in the
P'lllt~!).
3/2J
$5 IIUYS m:ST 'fll' !If the week. Oaily Lobo will pay
$5 for the best news tip we receive every week.
Sources can remain confidential, bill Editor must
hn>e your name to pay winner. 277•5(,56, ask for
Nc~•room.
tfn
('IIISt:~l·: nnn;T, cm:AI'I All you can cat.
I unch $3.45, Supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch 53.45.
J~ti·Jao's fllacc,5000 C'enttul Ave. SE.
tfn
i•A~SI'ORT PIIOTOS. LOwt:'iT prices! Pleasant
pi,ture\J 12J Wellcsfe)' SE corner Silver. Please call
fif't. 265·1323.
tfn
IIASS I'.I.A n;n NE~:Dt:D for 60's style, original
mat~rml, band. Must be seriou5 and ddepcndable, age
2~·30 preferred. llradtl Z42·4678,
3123
STOI' SMOKIN<i • Jl!ST 5 sessions. Money bac~
guarantee 'all The last Match, 2920 Carlisle NE,
884·9142
3/23
Til•: n;u:MJ-:SSAG•: IS back! ! ! For Information
1111 v.huls happening on campus everyday and during
the weekend call our recorded message at 277-5243.
We will recotd a message about events sponsored by
student orgunilnlions and campus groups. Just call
Student Acli~ities one day in advance at 277-4706 if
you want n message rcc.orded.
412
I.'NM .('IIAI'I't:RAI.S TRYOlJTSI I Pick up apo
rlicnuon~ In Student AeiMties Office Room 106 of
the New Me~ico Student Uniqn Building.
llppltcauons due April 8, orientation meeting April
12, Clinic begins ,\prill3, and tryoutsAprill7. Call
277.47()6 for further information.
418
SK'YlliVIMl IS <lRt:ATI Find out more at tlub
mectmg Wetlnesday March 24 8:00 p.m. 2nd noor
WR
Jrn
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1 two slices of cheese pizza
1
small soft drink 1.40

1

&

with coupon, today only
127 Harvard S.E.

I'

J

I
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fiESTA, FIF.STA, fiF.STA. This years fiesta will be
th~ fino;st ever. April 22·25 Upper Johnson field;
footl, music fun, suo ani! more for everyone .and
every culture. Reserve your booth now. Don't be late.
Cnll277·5528 or 277-2328,
3/2~
FIF.'iTA T-SIIIIlTS IIAVt: arrivecl. Only 100
available for 1982 fiesta. Get yours now ror$6.00, or
for $6.SO during the fiestas, Color: white on black.
Please help support your fiestas, "The cclcl>ratlon in
every httJguage,u Call 277·2328 or 277·5528 for more
information.
3/26
KNAI'TON t'OR I'Rt;smt:NT A candidate
~edicate~ to making positive ~hanges in ASUNM.
Expanding student services, eliminating wasteful
spentlinll• hirinll policy based on merit. Vote March
31 fora NcwASUNM.
3126
YQlJ MAY HA Vt; to quit school. ACT now. Call or
write your congressmen, GSA Financial Aid
Retention campaign.
3/24
STUDENTS ANil FAMII.U:S who will be impacted
by cuts in financial aid, please call GSA, 277-3803.

3124
NEW t"ORSPRING,Iarge selection of colorful short
sets only $8.99. Short sleeve tops $5.99, couon Kurta
tops $5.99, Indian wrap skins only$5.99 wilh this ad,
at More than Bags. 101 Cornell S.E. across from
UNM.
3/29
MlllNIGIIT MOQN··YOU'IU: my fantasy, my
reality. You're just like living a dream. Dream
Weaver.
3123

2. Lost & Found
CLAIM \'OUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00 a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
GUITAU .U:SSONS, INSTRUI\11-:NTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Ottitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·331 s.
tfn
TYPING 111M SELt:L'l'RIC 255.3337.
3/31
TYPING • f'AST • ACCURAn; • Reasonable,
Cassette Transcription. 247-2583.
3126
TYPING·PROHSSIONAL QUAI.ITY pronto ai
Kinko/Pronto: TLC at no extra ~harge. We will edit.
Rfl>, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn
A• I TYPISTS•Tt:RM papers, rcsumes299·8970.
3/31
PROH:SSIONAL TYPING.
REASONABLE.
Extensive secretarial experience. 111M Selectric Ill.
299-6256 or 299-2676,
3/24
QUALITY TYPING, LOMAS-Tramway Area. 299·
1355.
4/1
TYPING:
•:XPF.Rit:NCED,
REASONABLE,
competent. Uslngcorrectableseleculc.• IS type $lyles.
29~6299.
3/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English MAcdilor,
Va!t CJtperlence with dissenations, papers. Editing
4/12
available. 266·9550.
PROFt:SSIONAL TVP.ING IIY English MAiedilor.
Vast eKperience With disserunions, papers. Editing
available. 266·9550.
4/12
IIORSt:BACK RIDING LESSONS: Learn how to
ride or beuer yourself. E~perienced horse person gives
lessons in Western, English, Jumping, Driving.
3123
Jeanette, 299·9253,
VQLKSWACEN REPAIRS • TUNE-UPS. Call
Jane, 247-8609.
3/23
.-an; TRIAL MATH tutoring! Algebra, trig,
calculus. 83~2407.
3/23
TUTORING IN f'RENCII native speaker. Call883·
8129. References.
3/26

TilE CITADEL-SUPt:RB location near UNM and
downtown, !3us service every 30 minutes. ! bedroom
or efficiency, from $220, All utilities paid, Deluxe
ki.tchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimmin~ pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pels. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR Rt:NT; t:FFICIENCV apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $185/mo., ali utilities paid, $100 securitY
deposit. Fully rurnisl!ed-securiiY locks am! ia11ndry
facilities. No children Qr pets. Please call. befpre 6:00
int.he evening, 266-8392.
tfn
YW
t'OR REN'f: t:HICIENCY t\partment, $120; I ~~
bedroom, $150, Swimming Pool, beauliful"view of PQ1TER5 Wllt:EI. EJ,ECTRIC or foot worked,
golf course. Close !O UNM and TVI, 1313 Wellesley Oood ~ondilion$25o:oo 265-6152. after5:30. 3/26
S.E. 256-7748.
3/31 HONnA MINIBIKt: 3000 miles, good condition.
3/25
HALf IILOCK UNM deluxe one bedroom twin or $300 Pr best.:>ffer, 294-8119.
UO!tble $235 include> utilities. Varsity li~;~use, 141 100WA1T Mt:SA BOOGit: Amp. Must sell im·
Columbia, 268-0.525.
415 mediately. $750 or best offer. 294-1041 after4. 3/n
SMA ItT STUDENT Sl't:CIALI Clean modern I BR, 1980 HONI)A CM400E motorc)'cle with lugg~gc
$149: 211R, $179. "Scholarships" available. 206 rae~. sissy bar, engine guarQ, $1100. 292·2325. 3129
MescalcroNW, 255-2221, J45·4150,
3124 TRAK WAxu:ss CROSS countrY skis, used twice.
ONt: DR FURNISHED, utilhles paid $215. $1.00, .llew..$50, 898-4455.
3129
Unfurnished, $170. 1218 Copper NE, 7900 llell SE,
842-6170.

3/24

OWN ROQM FURNISJJt:D$150, 265·1680.
3/23
UNIQUE SToR•:FRONT/APARTI\tENT, N~ar
UNM/Downtown Area, $190, 242-4777, 243-3447,
Schwar~.
3123
ROOMMATE NI'EDED· NICEJ bdrm. house in NE
Heights. !li rent and !li mi!ities. Large yard. Cnll883·
7303.
3/23
HOtJSt;MATt; WANTED, M/F, 3 BR, 2 EIA,
washer, dryer, pool, fenced ynrd, AC, big kitchen,
good study environment, _$133 plus \1 utilities,
Carlisle and Grand, Glen, 265-3825.
3/24
JWQMMATE; SIIARE 3 bdrm, 2 bath house in
Sunset Heights (SE), $140/mo. plus !li utilities. 2660485,277.2505, Davd.
3/25
L•;n:RAGE YOUR RENT into a spadous four
bedroom house, If yon are a graduate ~tudent looking
for more than a place to hang your coat call265-0835
evenings and weekends, $1 50 plus uJilitles.
3/25
BUILDER'S PROBU:M, YOU gain brand new 2·
bedroom 1000 square fopt house, single garage on
Amhurst S.E. Cailllob at Best.Built Homes for more
information 888-4128,
3/26.
SEf: IT, LOVt: it. UNM area 2 bedroo.m, small
study, flrerlace, screened porch, beautiful yard,
storm windows, garge enclosed. $415 includes water,
266·1 079.
3/26
HOUSE DOWNTOWN SILVt:R meet, Two
bedroom $325 247·8647.
3/24
A SI'ACE .AGE $175.00 House. Bl~s to UNM.
Privately fenced, Sun Rentals. 262·1751.
3126
APTS & IIOUSt:S i!Vallab\e. $80.00 and up. Kids,
pets no problem. Call Sun Rentals. 262·1751.
3126
•:niCIENCY AND ONE bedroom apartments. S145
anti $165. Utilities paid except electricity. No pets. or
children. 1410 Cenlral Ave, SE. Apt. 14 Manager.
3/29

BEAUTIFUl.. LARGE NE JIEIGIITS horne in
foothills needs two roommates. 277·6317, Craig,

6. Employment

J'ARN $20-$30 RAISING funds for ACORN this
Saturday. Cail247.9792 from 9:00-3:00,
3126
Pt:ACE CORPS IS looking for individuals to serve ln
developing countries. Your college <Iegree or (\I"P
years full time work experience required. Cali UNM's
Peace Corp Recruiter at 277-2961.
3/26

IIACK FROM SPRING Break and yearning to go
again? Say it here,
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
WHITEWATER RAt"'fiNG ON Rio Grande and Rio
Chama by Wildwater. Rafting Experiences. 266·9721.
415

HAVING TROUIIJ,F. FlNmNG new music? R.eplay
Recordsc~rry the latest selections and extcssories. Ct·
shirts, badges, etc.). 435 GuadalufJI! No.6, Sanla Fe,
3/29

VISA • MASTERCARDS ISSUED quickly! No
credit check! Guaranteed! Free details. Send self.
addressetl. stamped envelope: Creditline Box )34·
,\ Y, Rye, NH 03870,
3126
TE:ACHER·!'RINCIPAL WANTS to house sit or
exchange Junc-.July 1982. Excellent references 662·
7692, evenhJgs672·385l. afternoons only.
3126

9. Las N oticias
SAY YOUR NOTICt:S here.
tfn
GAY/U;5111AN STUDENT Union di!CUssion with
Dr. Samuel Roll (Psychology}. Tuesday, March 23,
SUII/250/7:30 pm.
3123

ON CAMPUS

Photo Suppllea
Photo Flnlahlng
Dlacount Prlcea

UNM Photo
Cine/Service
9-4:30 • 1820 Las Lomas NE • 2n·5743

-

*****

TEST ANXIETY?

QUALIFIED
TEACHER
WANTED

A research projectin test anxiety is
being conducted in the Counselo r
Education Department. If you are
concerned with your test anxiety and
are available and would like to partici
pate in groups Monday afternoon s
sometime after 2;30, stop by the De
partment office at Mesa Vista 4021
and pick up a screening form.

Teaching poslllon open tor 82·83 school. year
for elernenlary grades. Must be cer11fled. bi·
Ungual preferred. Send resume to Taos Valley
School, P.O. Box 1206, Taos .• NM 87571. Dead·
line May 1, 1982.

*****

ONE BI.OCK FROM campus: one bedroom adobe
with fireplace, $250 pius D.O. and utililies; .293·5602.
3129
A DEAL, GET $175 furniShed 3 rooms and bath,

very clean in downtown ttrca. 2SS•3265.
3/29
t'REE UTIUTIES, QUif:T attractive efficiency
furnished, 5195/mo. Cozy, good neighborhood, ncar
U NM/shopping anti park. 2SS-326S.
3129
ATIRACfiVE ONE BEDROOM apartment near
Candclarla/Carlislc. Clean, carpeted, fireplace, dish·
washer, patio. Lease flexible. 5200 plus utilities. 268•
44RR, 293,8777.
3129

5. ForSale
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Pr~triptloit eyeglass
frames. Greenwich VIllage (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00. Pay tess Opticians,
S007 Menual N.E. acrols from LaBelle<.
lfn
TEN SPEED, WOMEN'S 26 Inch, like new. $60.
881·6190.
3/23

Cov-ered
~agon

$50.00 plus film and processing
Let Pacer PhClfograPh•C save your memones
n1l)tclures Call for details

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOIJYN

821-6178

!5 years m photograpfly

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Statutes
5" ... and-

54 Blouses
58 Sofa
62 Resume
well"
63Weak
9 Stone chip
64 Trap again
14 At the peak 66 Collier
15 Versifier
67 Breath: Suf.
16 Porch
68 Bore
17 Leaves town: 69Sieighs
2words
70 Warbled
19 Those "agin" 71 Lath
20 Relative to
21 Radiant
DOWN
23 Transmitter
25"From1 Priests
-shining
2 Reconcile
sea"
3 Loom-made
26Gaborand
4 Wastrel
Peron
5Wallaba
28 Dread
6 Blues
321gnore
7 Vaults
37 Per diem
8 Fashion
38 Individual
9 Biased
39 Grassy area 10 Box opener
41 Iowa college
of myth
42 Cast out
11 Fund
45 Fast autos:
12 Reclined
2 words
13 Table
48 Get over
18 An Allen
fatigue:
22 Gorge
2words
24 Remnants
50 Rind
27Tools
51 Heath
29Costa-

Deadline 12:00 noon for next day;s edition.
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Mon. thru l=rl.
In Marron Hall Room 131 or by mail to
UNM Bo)( 20, Alb. NM, 87131.
Rates: $.17 per word or $.11 per word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.
Please tun I he rollowing ad under(tirtle one)
Petsona(s, Lost 4< Found, Services, Housing, for Sale, Employment, travel, Miscellaneous,
Las Noticias

7. Travel

3/31

SPRING WEDDING
SPECIAL

,

llou~ing

MOTORCYCLE 1978 MOTOGUZZI IOOOSP. 7000
miles excellent condition. Weekdays 277-3757,
evenings and weekertds 294·5631.
J/26
1980 VW RABBIT, low mileage, ~ir ~Qnditioning,
amfm radio. 4 tloor hatchback. 884-8322.
412
1981 KAWASAKI 440LTD perfect condition. Free
shield$1400.00 883-4074.
3/26
56 CHEVY 4 door$100.00 complete or will pan out.
Call after 7:00p.m. 873·0372.
3/26
l,EVI'S l.t:VI'S $11,5~ Men's and Ladles overalls
$13,99, Lady-Foxy drresses $15.99, lllouses form
$3 50 Painter's Jeans $9.99, Sassoon Designer's
sJ9.99. Many-more items at equally low prices.
California Fashion OuJiet 2324 Central sg corner
Centra11Cornell266-6872,
3/26
1980 YAMAHA XSSSOGS Special pnly 7000 miles
shaft, luggage rack, show room sharpe $2300. 884·

JOIISJ STUilENT PART and full time jo(ls
available. Guaranteed. Skilled and Unskilled. Call
today, Sun Jobs Inc, 262.J 752.
3/26
JOBS! PARTIME NQW, fulltime summer, $640
monthly, PJ1one lOam to 12 noon only. 292·7679, ·
3/29
TYPIST, CLERIGAL POSITION, l'art·time, afternoons, M·F. Good handwriting required. Five
minutes from UNM. 256-1121.
3/24

Enclosed Please findS

J'

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

30 Swan genus
31 Certain
breads
32 Active one
33 US playwright
34 Understands
35 Sentence
36 Globule
40 Attracted
43 Hardened
44 Lathe
operators
46 Lacerates

47 Customers
49 Spot
52 Esprit de 53 Hockey
palace
55 Gastropod
56 -firma
57 Sugarish
58 Barriers
59 Indigo shrub
60 Wisteria
61 Numeric
suffix
65 Shrew

